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     Major Crimes 

 
 

Case Summary

Type of Incident: 664/187 PC- Attempt Murder on a Peace Officer  
28000.1 CVC- Felony Evading 
246 PC  Shooting at an Inhabited Dwelling 
12031 PC Possession of a loaded Firearm by Felon 

Report #: 11-24252 (Sheriff) 
11-20618 (OPD) 

Date of Incident: 10-24-2011

Time of Incident: 2056 hours  

Location(s):  Ventura Road at Topa Topa, Ojai  
 101 Freeway @ Seaward, Ventura 
 200 block of Roderick Street, Oxnard 
 Victoria Avenue south of Hemlock Road, Oxnard  

Case Agent(s): Sergeant Billy Hester 
Det. Jeff Kay (Oxnard PD)

Summary Completed by: Sergeant Billy Hester

Victim(s) Information: Numerous Ventura County Sheriff’s Deputies and  
Oxnard Police Officers 

Suspect(s) Information: Augustine Rincon Medina 
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Officers Involved
in Shooting 

Ojai Shooting 

101 Freeway @ Seaward 
Shooting, Ventura 

Roderick Street Shooting 
Oxnard

Brown Hair/Brown Eyes 
El Rio Gang Member 
Criminal History: 273.5 PC, 273.6(A) PC, 243e PC, 594(B) PC, 
20002(A) CVC, 12021 PC, 23152(A)(B) CVC, 3056 PC, 
11377(A) H&S, 11364 H&S  

Deputy Eric Perdue (VCSO- .40 cal duty weapon 
Deputy Chris Johnston (VCSO)- .40 cal duty weapon 
Deputy Carlos Cendejas (VCSO)- .40 cal duty weapon 
Sr. Dep. Greg Guilin (VCSO)- .40 cal duty weapon/duty shotgun 
Sgt. Dave Wareham (VCSO)- .40 cal duty weapon 

Officer Ed Baldwin (OPD)
Officer Martin Perez (OPD) 
Officer Moses Martinez (OPD)  
Officer Roque Rivera (OPD)

DETAILS 

At approximately 2056 hours, Deputy Perdue stops a vehicle on 
S. Ventura Road @ Topa Topa Street and Deputy Chris 
Johnston backs him up. The driver, Augustine Medina, 
immediately opens the driver’s door and shoots several 
(approximately 4-5) shots at Deputy Perdue and Deputy 
Johnston. Deputy Perdue and Deputy Johnston immediately 
take cover in their units. No return fire from deputies. Medina 
flees in his vehicle and Deputies Perdue and Johnston go in 
pursuit of him westbound on Ojai Avenue. Suspect Medina 
leads them out of the Ojai Valley. Deputy Greg Guilin (K-9) 
enters the pursuit near Highway 33. The pursuit enters the 101 
Freeway southbound toward Ventura. Sr. Deputy Guilin takes 
over as the primary unit. 

Suspect vehicle pulls over onto the shoulder on the 101 
Freeway S/B @ Seaward. Suspect Medina opens the driver’s 
door, gets out of the car and shoots approximately 3-4 rounds at 
the front of Sr. Deputy Guilin’s vehicle and windshield. Deputy 
Guilin gets out of his car and returns fire, shooting 
approximately 8-10 times. Deputy Perdue gets out of his car 
and returns fire, shooting approximately 6-7 times. Suspect 
Medina gets back in his vehicle and continues southbound on 
the 101 freeway. Medina exits at Vineyard Avenue and drives 
throughout the city of Oxnard.  

Suspect Medina drives down the 200 block of Roderick Street in 
Oxnard and fires one round out his window. Sgt Dave Wareham 
hears the round and sees the muzzle flash. Medina’s girlfriend 

 lives on this street and this is where he had the domestic 
dispute with her earlier in the evening. Medina continues driving 
throughout the Oxnard area. Sr. Dep. Guilin’s vehicle becomes 
disable because of bullet hole in the radiator. Sr. Deputy Guilin 
gets in Deputy Andrew Portillo’s unit and they continue to follow 
the pursuit. Sr. Deputy Guilin retrieves the shotgun from Deputy 
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Victoria Avenue @ Hemlock, 
Oxnard

Portillo’s unit and loads five rounds in it.    

Medina drives southbound on Victoria and makes a U-turn at 
Channel Islands Boulevard. Medina drives northbound on 
Victoria Avenue and the rear left tire comes off the rims causing 
sparks. Medina stops on northbound Victoria Avenue south of 
Hemlock Road. Medina opens the driver’s door and shoots back 
at officers. Deputies and officers return fire on Medina. Sgt. 
Wareham fires approximately 6-8 rounds, Sr. Deputy Guilin fires 
approximately 4-5 rounds (slugs) from his shotgun, Deputy 
Perdue fires approximately 10 rounds, Deputy Johnston fires 1 
round, Deputy Cendejas fires approximately 13 rounds, reloads 
a magazine and fires an additional 3 rounds. Deputies and 
officers converge on Medina and take him into custody.  

A .38 caliber Smith and Wesson revolver is found in Medina’s 
car, along with approximately 12 spent bullet casings. 

Summary of Shots Fired by Deputies 

Inventory of Deputy  
Rounds

SGT. D. WAREHAM #2108:

40 Cal. Sig 226 / Serial #

Magazine from weapon 12

Magazine from belt (L/O) 12

Magazine from belt (R/I) 4

Round in Chamber 1

                     TOTAL RNDS 29

SR. DEPUTY GUILIN #2920:

40 Cal. Sig 226 / #

Magazine from weapon 12

Magazine from belt (L/I) 2 (found in unit)

Magazine from belt (R/O) 12

Round in Chamber 1

TOTAL RNDS 27

DEPUTY JOHNSTON #4455:

40 Cal. Sig 226 / #
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Magazine from weapon 11

Magazine from belt (F/R) 12

Magazine from belt (B/L) 12

Round in Chamber 1

TOTAL RNDS 36

DEPTY CENDEJAS #2759:

40 Cal. Sig 226 / #

Magazine from weapon 9

Magazine from belt (L/O) 12

Magazine from belt (R/I) MISSING

Round in Chamber 1

TOTAL RNDS 22

DEPUTY ERIC PERDUE #4439:

40 Cal. Sig 226 / #

Magazine from weapon 12

Magazine from belt (R/I) 6

Magazine from belt (L/O) MISSING

Round in Chamber 1

TOTAL RNDS 19

Conclusion; Shots Fired by Deputies 

Given each of the deputies’ statements and the inventory of 
ammunition, it appears each of the deputies involved in the 
shooting(s) fired the following: 

Sgt. Dave Wareham- 8 rounds 
Sr. Deputy Guilin- 10 rounds, 5 shotgun rounds 
Deputy Perdue- 18 rounds 
Deputy Cendejas- 14 rounds 
Deputy Johnston- 1 round 
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Ventura County Sheriff’s Department Memorandum 

To: Major Crimes    Date:  October 26, 2011 

  From:  Detective Brian Richmond

   
  Subject:  Eric Perdue

   
  Re:       11-24252

   
  Date of Interview:  October 25, 2011 

   
  Time of Interview:  045 hrs 

  Case Catalyst Operator:   

  Legend:  BR = Brian Richmond 
    DH = Dan Hawes 
    EP = Eric Perdue 
    RW = Rob Wexler   
             
         

               
         



CONFIDENTIAL 

1

BR:  Okay.  Today's date is the 25th of October, 2011 at 1

approximately 045 hours.  My name is Brian Richmond with Ventura 2

County Sheriff, Major Crimes and my partner today is Dan Hawes and 3

we're -- we will be speaking with Eric Perdue, a deputy sheriff and 4

his attorney Rob Wexler, W-e-x-l-e-r from --5

RW:  Silver, Hadden --6

BR:  Silver, Hadden --7

RW:  -- and Silver.8

BR:  -- and Silver regarding an incident that occurred on 9

the 24th of October.10

Rob, what is your -- or I'm sorry, Eric what is your ID 11

number?12

EP:  It's 4439.13

BR:  Okay.  And real quick, we'll get through the boring 14

stuff.  How long have you been on with the sheriff office -- in the 15

sheriff's office?16

EP:  Five and a half years.17

BR:  Okay.  And you're currently assigned where?18

EP:  To the Ojai station.19

BR:  Ojai station, okay.  In patrol?20

EP:  Yes.21

BR:  Okay.  And the 24th, what is your shift?  What shift 22

were you on?23

EP:  I was assigned as 1B21.24

BR:  1B21?25

EP:  Yeah, city car.26

BR:  A city car?  Of Ojai?27

EP:  Yeah.28
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BR:  And what was your hours for that shift?1

EP:  From, you know, 7:00 at night until 7:00 in the 2

morning.3

BR:  So 1900 to 0700?4

EP:  Yeah.5

BR:  Okay.  Is that your regularly assigned shift?6

EP:  No.  We -- we rotate cars.7

BR:  Okay.  But it -- from 9:00 p.m. to 07, is that your 8

current shift?9

EP:  Yes.10

BR:  Okay.  And so was today or this -- the shift being 11

today, the 24th, your -- an overtime shift or a regular shift?12

EP:  Regular shift.13

BR:  Okay.  And so that, today being Thursday, is it --14

DH:  Tuesday.15

BR:  Today's Tuesday.  Sorry for the dates.  You're just 16

coming on so this would be considered your Monday?  So you've been 17

off for three days; is that correct?18

EP:  Yes.19

BR:  Okay.  Okay.  You got up this morning, you slept 20

before you came to work; is that correct?21

EP:  Yeah.22

BR:  Okay.  About how long did you sleep before you came 23

to work?24

EP:  All morning until -- till 2:00 in the afternoon.25

BR:  Okay.  So you've been up since 2:00 in the 26

afternoon?  Okay.  And you went to Ojai police department for a 27

briefing?28
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EP:  Yes.1

BR:  Okay.  And did you go to briefing?2

EP:  Yes.3

BR:  Okay.  And why don't you -- did you wear a uniform 4

in briefing?5

EP:  Yes.6

BR:  Okay.  And on your uniform was your gun belt?7

EP:  On, yeah.8

BR:  Okay.9

EP:  Yeah.10

BR:  And on your gun belt is your service weapon, 11

handcuffs, baton.  Do you carry OC?12

EP:  Yes.13

BR:  And a taser.14

EP:  Yes.15

BR:  Do you have a knife?16

EP:  Yes.17

BR:  Okay.  And do you carry a backup weapon?18

EP:  I do.19

BR:  Okay.  And what is the backup weapon?20

EP:  It's a LCP 380.21

BR:  And the service revolver, is that the 40-caliber?22

EP:  Yes.23

BR:  Sig Sauer?24

EP:  Yes.25

BR:  Duty-issued by the sheriff's office?26

EP:  Yes.27

BR:  Okay.  And in the -- in your patrol unit, was it a 28
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marked patrol unit?1

EP:  Yes.2

BR:  And was there any weapons in that patrol unit?3

EP:  Yes, the assigned shotgun.4

BR:  Okay.  And was there a less -- less lethal --5

EP:  Yes.6

BR:  -- shotgun in --7

EP:  Yes.8

BR:  And where was that stored?9

EP:  It's stored in the trunk.10

BR:  Okay.  And the shotgun, the assigned shotgun was 11

stored where?12

EP:  In between my seat and the center console.13

BR:  Okay.14

EP:  (INAUDIBLE).15

BR:  So inside the -- inside the car, in between the two 16

seats.  Okay.  You completed your briefing and then you went out in 17

patrol; is that correct?18

EP:  I -- I stopped and helped Sam at the station with a 19

vehicle burg, helped him do something, upgrading and stuff like 20

that and then completed that, then went out into the field.21

BR:  Okay.  And approximately what time did you go out in 22

the field?  Approximately?23

EP:  About 8:00 or -- yeah.  8:00 at night.24

BR:  Okay.  Did you receive any calls for service prior 25

to the incident?26

EP:  I did.27

BR:  What type of calls did you respond to --28
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EP:  It was a --1

BR:  -- prior?2

EP:  It was a vandalism call at Rainbow Bridge.3

BR:  Okay.4

EP:  RP call wasn't there at the business, investigation 5

to continue.6

BR:  Okay.  Did you make any vehicle stops prior to the 7

incident?8

EP:  No.9

BR:  Okay.  So would it be fair to say your first vehicle 10

stop was the start of the incident?11

EP:  Yes.12

BR:  Okay.  Let's start there.  Where were you when you 13

first saw and -- something and what brought you to that attention?14

EP:  I was on Frazier making a right onto Creek Road 15

heading towards back to the city of Ojai.16

BR:  Okay.  So you were on Frazier Lane?17

EP:  Well,  Frazier Lane and then it crosses right to 18

Creek Road.19

BR:  Okay.20

EP:  So I just -- I was sitting there for a second and 21

that's when the vehicle passed by me.22

BR:  Okay.  What vehicle was that?23

EP:  That -- it was an Oldsmobile.  Had partially primer 24

gray, green on it, sedan.25

BR:  Uh-huh.  And what was it doing that caught your 26

attention?27

EP:  It wasn't doing anything abnormal.  It was just a 28
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car that I just didn't recognize and my gut instinct said something 1

was wrong with the car so I got in behind it.2

BR:  Okay, okay.  And when you say "got in behind it," 3

what do you mean by that?4

EP:  I pulled in behind it as it passed by me.5

BR:  Okay.  So you followed it for a short distance?6

EP:  I followed it for quite a bit of time.7

BR:  Oh, did you?  Okay.8

EP:  I did.9

BR:  And did you ever affect a traffic stop?10

EP:  No, not initially because I was so far out from the 11

city.12

BR:  I'm sorry?13

EP:  I was so far out from the city, my beat partner was 14

on a call, the county unit was tied up, another county unit was 15

tied up, another county unit was tied up and the Sam unit was at 16

the station.17

BR:  Okay.18

EP:  So I played it safe and ran the car and --19

BR:  So when you ran the car, you were close enough to 20

see the license plate then?21

EP:  Yeah.22

BR:  Do you remember off the top of your head the license 23

plate?24

EP:  Maybe it started with a 6, I --25

BR:  Okay.26

EP:  6-something.27

BR:  The -- the license plate here on the call slip and 28
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this is what I'll be referring to throughout the -- the interview, 1

is   When you put that call out of that license plate, 2

what, did you get a response back from dispatch?3

EP:  Oh, I did.4

BR:  And what was the -- this -- this response, sorry.5

EP:  Initially when I ran it on the computer first it 6

came back Code Sam to a .7

BR:  Okay.8

EP:  The car, the RO was registered in Oxnard and I saw 9

the apartment number and the -- I think the -- the street or 10

something like that and it kind of clicked like that's -- that's a 11

bad neighborhood and --12

BR:  Okay.13

EP:  -- I just thought the car was out of bounds so I 14

just followed it and then I called.15

BR:  Okay.  Let's back up.  You mentioned something about 16

Code 6 Sam, Victor Sam, what does that mean?17

EP:  It -- we run a plate or something like that, you 18

might get a hit on the computer where it comes back to someone who 19

comes back on probation that's attached to that vehicle.20

BR:  Okay.21

EP:  And that's what happened.22

BR:  So you're continuing following.  Now where are you, 23

in what direction; do you remember?24

EP:  By that time when I found out what's going on with 25

the computer, what it told me I was still on Creek Road passing 26

(INAUDIBLE).27

BR:  Heading which direction?28
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EP:  Towards Ojai, heading east.1

BR:  Is that a east direction or --2

EP:  East, northeast.3

BR:  -- a northeast?  Northeast direction?4

EP:  Northeast direction.5

BR:  Okay.6

EP:  Back towards --7

BR:  Towards the city of Ojai on Creek Road?8

EP:  Uh-huh.9

BR:  Okay.  And what was the car doing?  Was it driving 10

the speed limit, what was it doing?11

EP:  No, it was doing the speed limit.  It was acting 12

perfect, more than just real perfect, like driving just really 13

normal and --14

BR:  Okay. 15

EP:  -- I thought that was, you know, but --16

BR:  And so you followed it for a distance and then what 17

happened?18

EP:  I called up my partner, the beat partner, which is 19

Chris Johnston.20

BR:  Okay.21

EP:  And I told him, hey, this -- this car's coming back, 22

it's someone on probation out of Oxnard.  Everyone's tied up, are 23

you getting off his call, and he was taking a vehicle burg call in 24

the city and he says he's just getting off it and I said I'll wait 25

till I get to the city 'cause I got a -- I got a bad feeling.  I 26

said I'll -- when I get in the city I'll stop it, get -- get close 27

to me, watch me on the mapper.28
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BR:  Uh-huh.1

EP:  And then he said okay, I'll find you and that was 2

it.3

BR:  Uh-huh.4

EP:  And when he got to the station, that's when I 5

started to put it out on the radio.6

BR:  Okay.  So Creek Road is coming back in a northeast 7

direction behind and -- or towards and behind the --8

EP:  Yeah.9

BR:  -- Ojai police station?10

EP:  Pretty much.  It'll take you straight to the station 11

as long as the --12

BR:  Okay.  Did you actually drive by the police station?13

EP:  Yeah.14

BR:  So the vehicle you were following drove by the 15

police station?16

EP:  Yeah.17

BR:  Up to the main road, which is what, in town?18

EP:  Which would be Ojai Avenue.19

BR:  And that's where -- and did he get to Ojai Avenue?20

EP:  Yeah.  He got to Ojai Avenue.21

BR:  And which way did he go then?22

EP:  He made a left onto Ojai Avenue so it'd be going 23

west.24

BR:  Okay.25

EP:  Like you were going out of --26

BR:  Town?27

EP:  Yeah.28
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BR:  And was your beat partner with you yet?1

EP:  He was right behind me.2

BR:  Okay.  And what is his call sign?3

EP:  1A21.4

BR:  Okay.  So now the two of you are continuing 5

westbound on Ojai Avenue towards Ventura and then what happened?6

EP:  We started passing Carrows (INAUDIBLE) to Ojai 7

Avenue and --8

RW:  At this point have you lit up the suspect 9

(INAUDIBLE).10

EP:  I lit him up.  I lit him up pretty much from the 11

start of it at the station, the stop sign.  I think it's like Topa 12

Topa and South Ventura and then --13

BR:  Okay.14

EP:  -- I tried to put it out.15

BR:  And when you say light it up, red lights?16

EP:  My forward red lights, you know.17

BR:  Okay.  Any siren?18

EP:  Not at that point.19

BR:  Okay.20

EP:  I didn't turn on the siren until --21

BR:  Okay.22

EP:  -- we got to Ojai Ave.  And he made a left and he 23

really kind of got on the gas and I was like, well, is this an old 24

lady in this car or, I didn't know what's going on yet.  That's 25

when I fell on the side of him a couple times, like, hey stop, I'm 26

behind you and he just kept on going.  That's when I really started 27

getting the bad feeling.28
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BR:  Uh-huh.1

EP:  And then we got up to Cluffs Park and --2

BR:  I'm sorry, where?3

EP:  Cluffs Park.  Cluffs Vista Park.4

BR:  Okay.5

EP:  It's basically a triangle small park that's near the 6

city of Ojai.  Well, it's in the city of Ojai.  And then there's 7

Ojai Liquor.  And Ojai Avenue, it starts to kind of veer up and go 8

up and out towards like you're going to Ojai Valley Inn.9

BR:  Uh-huh.10

EP:  And then all of a sudden he just came to abrupt stop 11

and that was like a big no-no to me and so then I kind of turned my 12

car just to -- just in case like something happened and sure 13

enough.14

BR:  Okay.  When the made the abrupt stop, where was -- 15

approximately where was he at?  What's a landmark?16

EP:  Cluffs Vista Park is on my right-hand side, which 17

would be north.18

BR:  Okay.19

EP:  And then Ojai Liquor, which would be to my south.20

BR:  Okay.  And when he stop, what is approximate 21

distance between that car and you at this point?22

EP:  Maybe sixty feet.23

BR:  Okay.  About three car lengths?24

EP:  Yeah.25

BR:  Okay.  And what direction did you say you turned 26

your car?  You -- you said you turned your car.27

EP:  I turned it just a -- just a hair south towards Ojai 28
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Liquor just -- just to (INAUDIBLE).1

BR:  You went back that direction?2

EP:  Yeah, just like --3

BR:  Okay.4

EP:  -- to my left a little bit.5

BR:  So you went to the left a little bit?6

EP:  Yeah.7

BR:  Okay.  And why did you turn your car to the left?8

EP:  Well, the engine block is a cover.9

BR:  Okay.10

EP:  So --11

BR:  And you said just before that, that something wasn't 12

right.  You were feeling, what were you feeling at that time when 13

he stopped abruptly?14

EP:  He wasn't stopping.  We're pretty far away from the 15

station, right?  We're about -- you know, we're getting up there 16

almost a -- I don't know if it's a mile from there or not but 17

obviously he just kept on going and when he made that left on Ojai 18

Ave and he gave it gas, I was like (NOISE MADE).19

BR:  Okay.20

EP:  I don't like this.21

BR:  And then what happened?22

EP:  When he did the abrupt stop, I -- I started to get 23

out of the car and right when I put my left foot out, he opened his 24

door, held his hand on the left -- on the driver's side door, 25

turned around, pointed a -- looked like to me a -- a handgun and 26

then started firing at me.27

BR:  Okay.  Was he looking at you when he was firing?28
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EP:  I don't -- I don't know.1

BR:  Okay.  And did you see the handgun?2

EP:  Yeah.3

BR:  And did you see the rounds or the, any -- what else 4

did you see coming out?5

EP:  I saw the muzzle flash and I just -- as soon as I 6

saw that, I started climbing right back into my car for cover 7

through the computer and the dash were.  And as I'm doing this I 8

could hear something go right over my head and I can hear it like 9

the -- the loud pop.  And then there was just more of them --10

BR:  Uh-huh.11

EP:  -- going over my car.  And when I was laying like 12

this, I could see someone at the -- at the Ojai Liquor running13

so --14

BR:  Uh-huh.15

EP:  -- that's --16

BR:  And did you -- did he -- did you hear him say 17

anything?18

EP:  No.19

BR:  Okay.  Did you announce anything when you got out of 20

the car?21

EP:  No.22

BR:  Is that something you would do normally?  Announce 23

something when you get out of the car?24

EP:  I wish but it happen way too fast.25

BR:  Okay.26

EP:  Yeah.27

BR:  But it normally when you stop a car, do you announce 28
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anything?1

EP:  No.2

BR:  And you had the red lights and si- -- red lights on, 3

you're in a marked police vehicle and you're in uniform?4

EP:  Yeah.5

BR:  Okay.  How about, how many rounds do you think he 6

fired at you?7

EP:  Approximately four to five.8

BR:  Okay.  And did you fire any rounds back?9

EP:  No.10

BR:  Okay.  And why not?11

EP:  'Cause there was lot of traffic, it's not that late 12

in the town and I saw lots of people around and figured, you know, 13

I -- my immediate response was grab the radio and put it out as 14

shots fired.15

BR:  And --16

EP:  Yeah.17

BR:  And did you?18

EP:  Yes.19

BR:  Okay.  And was -- were you kind of laying down in 20

the seat perpendicular or parallel with your seats?  Is that what 21

you said?22

EP:  Well --23

BR:  You were laying --24

EP:  When -- when he was firing the shots at me, I'm kind 25

of up, up, still don't -- up, down and --26

BR:  Looking but still ducking?27

EP:  Yeah.  And then grabbing the radio at the same time 28
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and then putting out the shots fired.1

BR:  Okay.  And then what happened next?2

EP:  He took off.  Then --3

BR:  Same direction, which would be what?4

EP:  He'd be -- he started heading west on Ojai Avenue 5

like he's going out of town and I just ended up pursuing him.6

BR:  Was he driving slow?7

EP:  No.  He -- he took off.8

BR:  Okay.9

EP:  Like he gunned it.10

BR:  So you're now in pursuit?11

EP:  Yeah.12

BR:  And with lights, siren?13

EP:  Full lights and sirens.14

BR:  Okay.  And did you put it out on the radio?15

EP:  Yeah, I put out the round of shots fired.16

BR:  Uh-huh.17

EP:  And immediately my beat partner took over as 18

secondary in radio communication.19

BR:  Okay.  And you continued west and what did he do at 20

that point as you were driving, anything?21

EP:  Just erratic going down the -- the center median.22

BR:  What's erratic mean?23

EP:  Weaving in between cars, you know, not being in24

the -- the lanes, just driving down the center median like he owned 25

the road basically.26

BR:  Was he yielding to you, was he slowing down to you?27

EP:  No.28
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BR:  Okay.  And did you see anybody else in the car, in 1

his car?2

EP:  No, I just saw him.3

BR:  Okay.  And you continued down through west and4

then --5

EP:  Yeah.  We get down to what we call the "Y" in Ojai.6

BR:  Uh-huh.7

EP:  And go to Meiners Oaks so -- so he got to the 8

canyon, he made a left and stayed on, you know --9

BR:  Ojai Avenue?10

EP:  -- Ojai Avenue.11

BR:  If you will.12

EP:  Basically.13

BR:  Okay.  And he continued west?14

EP:  Uh-huh.15

BR:  And still at a high rate of speed?16

EP:  Yeah.17

BR:  Could you -- give me an approximate speed?18

EP:  He wasn't too bad in the city.  It was about sixty, 19

sixty-five.20

BR:  How were you feeling at this time now?21

EP:  Scared and pissed.22

BR:  Uh-huh.  And was he do -- what, did you see him 23

doing anything in the car?24

EP:  Just initial when I was kind of close to him, I 25

could see.26

BR:  What was -- see what?27

EP:  Just him moving around 'cause I had turned on my 28
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spotlight 'cause I wanted to blind him as much as possible.1

BR:  Uh-huh.2

EP:  You know, if you want to take a couple of crack 3

shots, you know?4

BR:  Uh-huh.5

EP:  So blind him.6

BR:  Was he looking over his shoulder looking back at 7

you, could you tell?8

EP:  Couldn't tell.9

BR:  Okay.  So you continue westbound and then as you got 10

down at -- what happened next?11

EP:  Deputy Johnston kept on putting out all the 12

communication --13

BR:  Uh-huh.14

EP:  -- where we're at, approximate speed.  We got to15

the -- the 33 and I could hear the canine unit, which was Guilin.16

BR:  Okay.17

EP:  And I -- I think at some point I heard him.  When18

we were coming out of Casitas Springs and getting on the freeway,19

I could hear him saying he was getting in the pursuit or something 20

like that.  And we just kept on pursuing him.  I -- I heard Guilin 21

what I thought was saying that he was going to be -- start to22

move -- moving up or something like that.23

BR:  Uh-huh.  And now are you on the freeway?24

EP:  Yeah, we're on the freeway.25

BR:  And that's the 33 freeway?26

EP:  Yeah.27

BR:  And you were going in what direction now?28
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EP:  Oh, we're -- we're going actually west toward the 1

beach.2

BR:  Okay.3

EP:  Going towards Ventura.4

BR:  Okay.  Or south, it depends on --5

EP:  Exactly.6

BR:  -- true -- true north or south or --7

EP:  Yeah.8

BR:  -- true west.  Okay.9

EP:  (INAUDIBLE) back and forth.10

BR:  And how was he driving on the freeway?11

EP:  His -- his speed climbed up significantly.  He went 12

approximately a hundred miles an hour.13

BR:  Okay.  In the Number 1 lane or Number 2 lane?14

EP:  Was going all lanes.15

BR:  What were other cars doing?  Were there other cars 16

present?17

EP:  They were present.  Very few, maybe one, two cars.18

BR:  Okay.  Did they make any movements?  Did you notice 19

what they did?20

EP:  They kind of froze.  They stood in their lane and 21

started to slow down and we went around them basically.22

BR:  Okay.  Any additional rounds being fired at you at 23

this point?24

EP:  No, not until what I thought was Stanley.  I was 25

still primary and there's a part in the 33 where it starts to kind 26

of come down.27

BR:  Okay.28
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EP:  Toward this end a little bit and then kind of going 1

straight away before you get off on Main Street.  Well, I thought 2

when we started to descend, he started braking real hard.  And I -- 3

I grabbed the radio 'cause I thought I saw Guilin coming up like he 4

was going to take over as primary 'cause with him he has a canine.5

I started to get on the radio that he's stopping, stopping, 6

stopping.  And he was like he's probably going to stop and get out 7

and shoot and --8

BR:  Uh-huh.9

EP:  -- he's going to either stop here or continue, I 10

don't know.  Hit the brakes real hard, I thought I saw Guilin's car 11

kind of hit the brakes and slide forward.  I got out of the car or 12

the door open, using it as cover and then Guilin's car started 13

taking rounds from the suspect shooting at him.14

BR:  Okay.  Now, you just said you thought it was around 15

the Ventura or Main Street off-ramp.16

EP:  I'm sorry.  What I'm -- it's actually Stanley.17

BR:  Okay.18

EP:  At Stanley and Main Street off-ramp is in front of 19

us.20

BR:  Okay.21

EP:  So --22

BR:  So that's where he fired at you, at the main -- 23

Stanley, in between Stanley and the Main Street off-ramp on 24

southbound or westbound 33?25

EP:  In -- in my mind --26

BR:  In your mind.27

EP:  -- I remember at Stanley.  It could have been 28
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Seaward, but we're traveling at such fast speed and we were so 1

focused on the vehicle itself.2

BR:  Okay.3

EP:  So --4

BR:  Did you return fire?5

EP:  Yeah.6

BR:  Okay.  And when you said Deputy Guilin's car was 7

taking rounds, how do you know that?8

EP:  'Cause pieces of his car were coming on over to me.9

BR:  Okay.  And could you hear anything?10

EP:  Just -- yeah, I could hear gunfire from the 11

suspect's weapon and heard Guilin started to fire and --12

BR:  Okay.13

EP:  -- both fired pretty much simultaneously.14

BR:  Did you see the suspect doing anything?15

EP:  I saw the door open and I could see a portion of his 16

body like through the windows of him.  And I could see a flashing 17

from his car and obviously the sound.  And then the effect from his 18

window or Guilin's car, whatever it was that was getting hit.19

BR:  Okay.  When you say you can see the suspect through 20

the suspect's vehicle windows, how -- what was he doing?  Was he 21

shooting back over his right shoulder through the windshield or 22

what, how was he shooting at you?23

EP:  Yeah.  It looked like he was pretty much, if he was 24

to get out of his driver's seat, he rounded out like with someone 25

out of the car and was --26

BR:  Okay.27

EP:  -- firing basically --28
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BR:  So he was shooting out of his car?1

EP:  Yeah, it was --2

BR:  Not through his own windows?3

EP:  No, not through his own window.4

BR:  Okay.  Okay.  Could you tell me what he was wearing?5

EP:  No.6

BR:  Okay.  Did you hear him say anything?7

EP:  No.8

BR:  Okay.  Did you notice if Deputy Guilin's lights and 9

siren were on?10

EP:  They were.11

BR:  They were?12

EP:  They were.13

BR:  Both were, both sets, lights and siren?14

EP:  Yeah.15

BR:  Okay.  Were your lights and siren still on?16

EP:  Yeah.17

BR:  Was Deputy Guilin in uniform?18

EP:  Yes.19

BR:  And I understand Deputy Guilin is a canine unit, 20

which means there's a dog in his vehicle.21

EP:  Yeah.22

BR:  Did you happen to hear the dog?23

EP:  Yeah.24

BR:  What did you hear it doing?25

EP:  Screaming, like not like a bark but yelping.26

BR:  Okay.  Okay.  And how many rounds do you remember 27

firing at this point?28
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EP:  I would say six to seven rounds.1

BR:  Okay.  Just -- just to stop there and to let you 2

know, just after all this was over, you told deputies that you 3

thought it was between Stanley and -- at the -- as the highway went 4

down.5

EP:  Yeah.6

BR:  Okay.  I walked from -- just to let you know,7

from --8

EP:  Uh-huh.9

BR:  -- Shell Road, which is approximately a little over 10

a mile back or --11

EP:  Uh-huh.12

BR:  -- south or east.13

EP:  Uh-huh.14

BR:  On foot.15

EP:  Uh-huh.16

BR:  That whole way, all four lanes and I'm -- say, two 17

lanes with a --18

EP:  Uh-huh.19

BR:  -- center median on each side of the lanes.20

EP:  Uh-huh.21

BR:  All the way to the Stanley off-ramp --22

EP:  Uh-huh.23

BR:  -- and saw no shells.24

EP:  Uh-huh.25

BR:  From the Main Street --26

EP:  Uh-huh.27

BR:  -- or from Stanley to Main Street we did not walk.28
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EP:  Uh-huh.1

BR:  But we found and located --2

EP:  Uh-huh.3

BR:  -- rounds.4

EP:  Uh-huh.5

BR:  Empty shell casings --6

EP:  Uh-huh.7

BR:  -- in the area of 101 and Seaward.8

EP:  Correct.9

BR:  You mentioned that it could be --10

EP:  Yeah.11

BR:  -- that one.  You're not sure as you sit here today 12

because --13

EP:  Yeah.14

BR:  -- of the speed.15

EP:  Uh-huh.16

BR:  And is it because of what happened and things were 17

going on?  Okay.18

EP:  Yeah.19

BR:  Do you remember signs on the 33 as you traveled 20

south?  We'll call it south.21

EP:  Yeah.22

BR:  Towards the beach.23

EP:  The one that -- that sticks out most in my mind was 24

the merging on from the 33 and merging on to the 101.25

BR:  Okay.  Do you remember driving by that --26

EP:  Yeah.27

BR:  -- at a high speed?28
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EP:  Yeah.1

BR:  Do you?2

EP:  Yeah.3

BR:  Do you remember stopping before that?4

EP:  Before that?5

BR:  Uh-huh.6

EP:  Other than that point that I told you about Stanley 7

just, no.8

BR:  Okay.  Oh, and other than the original stop in Ojai?9

EP:  Yeah.10

BR:  Okay.  Or the stop being in Ojai.11

EP:  Yeah.12

BR:  Okay.  So you continued around that, is it a 13

straight or is there a curve?14

EP:  It's a pretty casual curve.15

BR:  And 33 bleeds into what highway at that point?16

EP:  Highway 101.17

BR:  Okay.18

EP:  Southbound.19

BR:  Okay.  Did you ever use any other type of weapon?20

EP:  No.21

BR:  Okay.  Did you ever reload?22

EP:  I did.23

BR:  And when did you reload?24

EP:  When I shot the six or seven rounds.  Basically when 25

we took off back after him, just basically did it, you know.  I had 26

it back in my holster, driving with one wheel.  Took out the 27

magazine, insert it back into my magazine pouch, pulled one out, 28
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threw a new one in there.1

BR:  Okay.  This is while you were driving?2

EP:  Uh-huh.3

BR:  So I assume -- all right.  I shouldn't assume.  But 4

I guess the suspect started to drive away.5

EP:  Oh, yeah.6

BR:  And what made him do that, do you know?7

EP:  'Cause we tried shooting at him to stop the threat I 8

guess it was.9

BR:  Okay.  Did he ever get out of the car completely 10

body wise?11

EP:  No.12

BR:  Okay.  All right.  And so now the same person got 13

back in the same car and continued and eventually was on the 101 14

and continued south now on the 101.15

EP:  Yes.16

BR:  And did you continue to pursue him?17

EP:  I did.18

BR:  In your vehicle?19

EP:  I did.20

BR:  With lights and siren?21

EP:  I did.22

BR:  And did anybody else assisting you?23

EP:  I still had my partner Deputy Johnston behind me.24

At that point I -- on the freeway, I -- I couldn't tell you exactly 25

who was all involved.  I could hear Guilin, Deputy Johnston and 26

Dave, Sergeant Wareham.27

BR:  Uh-huh.28
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EP:  That's about -- that's about it.1

BR:  Okay.2

EP:  Deputy Johnston did a lot of talking on the radio 3

(INAUDIBLE).4

BR:  Okay.  Because he's giving out the direction as 5

you're traveling and --6

EP:  Yeah.7

BR:  And what were you feeling now at this point?  What 8

were your emotions?9

RW:  (INAUDIBLE) of after he's shot at or while -- while 10

he's being shot at?11

BR:  Well, I'm sorry.  We covered Ojai.12

EP:  Uh-huh.13

BR:  And now we're covering the stretch on the freeway 14

where he stopped a second time.  When you were taking -- you were 15

being shot at, how were you feeling?16

EP:  Still scared.17

BR:  Uh-huh.18

EP:  Yeah.19

BR:  Okay.20

EP:  Yeah.21

BR:  But you still continued to fire back?22

EP:  Yeah.23

BR:  Okay.  And then you -- the suspect left and 24

continued south on 101 and now you're chasing him and you've 25

reloaded.26

EP:  Uh-huh.27

BR:  And you're driving.28
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EP:  Uh-huh.1

BR:  And Deputy Johnston's putting out direction.  How 2

were you feeling at this point?  What were your emotions then?3

EP:  I was scared but it was still allowing me to tell me 4

that we're -- he's not going to get away.  This isn't -- this isn't 5

going to end in Oxnard where he gets away or we lose him somehow.6

BR:  Uh-huh.7

EP:  That's just --8

BR:  Okay.9

EP:  -- take him down myself.10

BR:  So you continued to pursue him.  You were the 11

primary vehicle.12

EP:  After that exchange of gunfire --13

BR:  Uh-huh.14

EP:  -- I guess it happened on Seaward or whatever, 15

Deputy Johnston got behind whoever the primary was and continued 16

his broadcasting the radio and then I kind of fell in like the 17

three or four spot.18

BR:  Okay.19

EP:  So --20

BR:  All right.  So now, suspect vehicle, a sheriff's 21

vehicle, which we don't know which one it is.22

EP:  Yeah.23

BR:  Another vehicle and then you.24

EP:  Yeah.25

BR:  Okay.  And you continued and which -- how, did he 26

le- -- stay on 101 or did he ever exit?27

EP:  He stays on 101 and then he exit off of -- gosh, 28
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Vineyard.1

BR:  Uh-huh.  Okay.2

EP:  And then got off, then made a right and headed into 3

Oxnard.  I'm not very good with my streets in Oxnard.4

BR:  Okay.5

EP:  So I -- I apologize.6

BR:  Okay.7

EP:  Traffic was definitely heavy there.8

BR:  Anything going on between -- in the driving of that, 9

how was he driving at that time?  Slow, proper, improper?  Describe 10

his driving.11

EP:  Wanting to get away from us but then not so bad to 12

where he's able to maneuver his car without getting hit and stuff 13

like that.  There was times when he came through to a red light or 14

something like that or a stop sign, he would slow down to see, to 15

make sure that he didn't get hit, you know?16

BR:  Okay.17

EP:  He -- I mean, he was smart enough about that.18

BR:  Did you see any traffic collisions caused by him?19

EP:  Not that I was aware of.  I can't tell you something 20

behind me but nothing --21

BR:  Okay.22

EP:  -- that happened in front of me.23

BR:  Okay.  And did you see -- did you see him committing 24

vehicle code violations?25

EP:  Yeah.26

BR:  Okay.  Anything off the top of your head?27

EP:  I don't know how many red lights we ran through.28
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BR:  Okay.1

EP:  At the start.2

BR:  When you say "we," he -- including him?3

EP:  Yeah.4

BR:  Okay.  And stop signs?5

EP:  Uh-huh.6

BR:  Was there a speed issue?7

EP:  Yeah.8

BR:  Okay.  Lane violations?9

EP:  Yeah.10

BR:  Were other cars driving abnormally and making 11

improper turning movements?12

EP:  Yeah.13

BR:  And why were they doing that?14

EP:  Trying to get out of the way of -- from being hit by 15

him.16

BR:  Okay.17

EP:  Basically.18

BR:  The bad guy?19

EP:  Yeah.20

BR:  Okay.  And at some point did you see any other 21

agencies, did you hear any radio traffic and put any correlation or 22

connect this person to anything else?  You personally, if you can 23

separate from what you may know now.24

EP:  We got pretty deep into Oxnard and I heard Sergeant 25

Wareham asking if any of the Oxnard guys can go ahead and get in 26

here and take primary because we don't know the streets.  It was 27

taking us a little bit longer to figure out what street we were on.28
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BR:  Okay.1

EP:  And if they know something better, I mean, obviously 2

take it over.  And they didn't get right into it.  We kind of did a 3

few circles in Oxnard.4

RW:  Was there any significance to -- with the location 5

where you were circling and other radio broadcasts?  Were there any 6

radio broadcasts that made the area in which you were circling 7

significant to you for any reason?8

EP:  No.  It's just Wareham asked for the -- for them to 9

jump in and then can any of us jump on to their frequency, advise 10

them or whatever.  It was basically had no communication with 11

Oxnard at all.  It was more like Station 1 was able to talk to them 12

and then eventually -- after I think like the second circle or 13

something like that, we had done with them --14

BR:  Uh-huh.15

EP:  -- after the alleyway, that's when they got -- they 16

got in front of us.17

BR:  Okay.  Other than firing at you in Ojai --18

EP:  Uh-huh.19

BR:  -- firing at you again on the freeway --20

EP:  Uh-huh.21

BR:  -- and all of the speed and vehicle code violations, 22

was there anything else that you could connect him to?23

EP:  Well, I know he -- he shot at Wareham down an 24

alleyway.25

BR:  Okay.  Were you present for that?26

EP:  No, I was making a left into it and I could hear the 27

round, shots being fired.28
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BR:  Okay.1

EP:  And Wareham got on the radio that he was shooting at 2

him.3

BR:  Let's stop there.  Anything else other than that?4

EP:  No.5

BR:  Okay.  So you can't connect him with anything else?6

You weren't -- you were still only chasing him for what concerns 7

you starting in Ojai?8

EP:  Uh-huh.9

BR:  Okay.  Let's get now to somewhere in the area of an 10

alley in -- in Oxnard.  At some point now you are third or fourth 11

in the line of vehicles?12

EP:  Yeah.  At some point during the pursuit, Guilin's 13

car goes 10-7.14

BR:  Do you know how?15

EP:  I would --16

BR:  If you don't know, then you don't know.17

EP:  Well, I -- I know from --18

BR:  Hearing it now.19

EP:  But --20

BR:  But I don't want you to --21

EP:  Okay.22

BR:  -- tell me.  If you --23

EP:  Well, I -- I --24

BR:  It's hard to differentiate but I like to try to 25

(INAUDIBLE).26

EP:  I took a -- I -- 27

BR:  As best we can.28
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EP:  No, I took a guess 'cause I was there when his car 1

was getting hit so it was kind of obvious that I assumed that he 2

may be taking a round through the radiator or something like 'cause 3

his car was smoking.4

BR:  Okay.5

EP:  So --6

BR:  You passed it?7

EP:  Yeah.8

BR:  Okay.  In still in pursuit of the suspect?9

EP:  Yeah.10

BR:  And now who was with you at -- at this still, in the 11

pursuit?12

EP:  I recall the pursuit of the distance getting pretty 13

far ahead and just two cars were up ahead.  And we're talking like 14

a quarter mile.  They got really separated when -- from us and I 15

believe it was Wareham was the primary and Johnston was secondary 16

still doing the radio broadcasting.17

BR:  Okay.  Do you ever see another agency involved in 18

the pursuit?19

EP:  I saw them on the side, stopping road, stuff like 20

that, CHP.  Did -- some of Oxnard and stuff like that.  That's 21

about it.22

BR:  Okay.  So you did see -- see a California Highway 23

Patrol?24

EP:  Yeah.25

BR:  As well as Oxnard Police Department?26

EP:  Yes.27

BR:  Okay.  And at some point did this end?28
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EP:  It did.1

BR:  Do you know where it ended?2

EP:  Gosh, I want to say it's Victoria, northbound.3

BR:  Okay.  Northbound heading toward back to the city of 4

Ventura or pointing towards Ojai?5

EP:  Pointing towards Ojai area.6

BR:  Okay.  That's a -- we'll use natural boundaries --7

EP:  Okay.8

BR:  -- and direction.  Okay?  When you stopped your9

car --10

EP:  Uh-huh.11

BR:  -- why did you stop?12

EP:  'Cause someone on the radio, don't know who, was 13

yelling, he's stopping, he's stopping, he's stopping.  And prior to 14

before they were saying stopping, it was saying his -- his left 15

front wheel was basically coming apart.  It was down to the rim, 16

steel pieces were coming off, tires was coming off so there's only 17

so much harder you could push a car till it --18

BR:  Uh-huh.19

EP:  -- can't go anymore.20

BR:  Okay.  And do you remember stopping your car?21

EP:  Yeah.22

BR:  Okay.  Somewhere on, facing northbound Victoria?23

EP:  Uh-huh.24

BR:  And what did you do when you stopped your car?25

EP:  I stopped my car and I opened the door and I got out 26

and when -- as I was getting out, dodged from getting hit by a car, 27

an officer car I think and I just ran to the front.28
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BR:  Okay.  Two cars in front of you?1

EP:  Yeah.2

BR:  Okay.  Let me stop there.  I want to ask you 3

something and clarify a few things.  You said you were working a 4

patrol car in the city of Ojai.5

EP:  True.6

BR:  On the side of your car, what does that say?7

EP:  It says police.8

BR:  Okay.  And sheriff's office patrols unincorporated 9

area and incorporated areas or contract   cities.10

EP:  Uh-huh.11

BR:  Ojai is a contract city.12

EP:  Yes.13

BR:  So they basically pay for our services to patrol it 14

so that we are police.15

EP:  Correct.16

BR:  In the unincorporated area, what is on the side of 17

the po- -- a car, black-and-white car?18

EP:  County areas it'll say sheriff on the side.19

BR:  Okay, okay.  So you stopped your car and ran up 20

towards another vehicle.  Did you approach from the passenger side 21

or the driver's side?22

EP:  Passenger's side.23

BR:  Okay.  And what were you carrying if anything?24

EP:  I was carrying my duty weapon.25

BR:  Out?26

EP:  Out, in my right hand.27

BR:  Okay.  So you had drawn it from your holster?28
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EP:  That's right.1

BR:  And why did you have it drawn?2

EP:  'Cause when I exited my vehicle I was running out, I 3

heard the suspect's -- I'm sorry, the suspect firing.4

BR:  Did you see him firing?5

EP:  No.6

BR:  Okay.7

EP:  And I -- another officer in front of me as we're 8

running up.9

BR:  Okay.  The car that was stopped, did you notice the 10

tire itself a little bit?11

EP:  Yeah.12

BR:  Is that the same vehicle that you had been chasing 13

from Ojai?14

EP:  Yes.15

BR:  Okay.  Shortly after all that, when it was all over, 16

there was some aerial photos taken.  Did you see the photos?17

EP:  No.18

BR:  Would you like to?19

EP:  Sure.20

BR:  I'd like you to take a look at these photos.  I'll 21

mark that one 1 and I have 2 and 3 here.  If you want to mark that 22

1 at the bottom, go ahead.  This will be 2, this will be from a 23

front view and this will be 3, more of a close up from a rear view.24

And what I'd like you to do, Eric, is --25

EP:  Uh-huh.26

BR:  -- looking at photo Number 1 --27

EP:  Uh-huh.28
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BR:  -- can you find your car if possible.1

EP:  This will be my car.2

BR:  Okay.  Why don't you take my pen and circle what you 3

to believe is your car.4

EP:  Okay.5

BR:  And put your initials and ID number.6

EP:  (INAUDIBLE).    7

DH:  There you go. 8

BR:  No, you marked it.  But try it again.  Go ahead.9

Okay.  This isn't going to work so what we're going to do is we're 10

going to draw a line from that circle up to here.  Then I'm going 11

to draw a parallel line.  Now --12

RW:  Mark it with your initials and ID number.13

BR:  Yeah, it's hard to see it.14

EP:  Here you go.15

BR:  Okay.  Okay.  So using this picture, you exited the 16

driver's side.17

EP:  Uh-huh.18

BR:  Did you run in front of your car or to the rear and 19

where did you end up?  So first part is when you exited your 20

vehicle, which way did you go, if you remember?21

EP:  I exited this vehicle -- my vehicle.22

BR:  Sure.23

EP:  Ran in front.24

BR:  Okay.25

EP:  And ran around the sheriff on --26

BR:  The front of sheriff vehicle?27

EP:  Yeah.28
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BR:  To the passenger side?1

EP:  And then got up to the Oxnard unit.2

BR:  And then you moved up on the Oxnard unit.3

EP:  On the passenger side.4

BR:  When -- at any time when you exited or got out -- I 5

don't care for that word, got out of your police vehicle --6

EP:  Uh-huh.7

BR:  -- and moved forward --8

EP:  Uh-huh.9

BR:  -- did you fire your weapon?10

EP:  No.11

BR:  When you ended up stopped at the Oxnard police 12

vehicle, did you fire your weapon?13

EP:  Yes.14

BR:  Okay.  How many times?  If you remember.15

EP:  I can't really say I remember.  Maybe approximately 16

ten rounds.17

BR:  Okay.  Did you reload your weapon while you're at 18

that Oxnard vehicle on the passenger side?19

EP:  I did.  Not at that point.  I thought I had reloaded 20

it when I transferred over to this car over here where I saw Carlos 21

Cendejas getting a better angle on this side.22

BR:  Okay.  So you fired rounds, approximately ten rounds 23

from the passenger side of the Oxnard vehicle?24

EP:  Uh-huh.25

BR:  Did you open the door, passenger door of that Oxnard 26

vehicle, his vehicle?27

EP:  Another Oxnard officer did.28
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BR:  Okay.  So there was two of you occupying that same 1

space?2

EP:  Yeah.3

BR:  Okay.  And at some point you pointed to this white 4

car.5

EP:  Uh-huh.6

BR:  And you said you went to it because another 7

sheriff's deputy?8

EP:  Yeah, Carlos Cendejas.9

BR:  Had a better angle?  Is that what you --10

EP:  Uh-huh.  Yeah, it was --11

BR:  -- were saying?12

EP:  It was better angle just to see who might be in the 13

car.14

BR:  Okay.15

EP:  And then he didn't want to get it -- get into the 16

apartments.17

BR:  And so did you -- and you said that you reloaded 18

there.19

EP:  I reloaded like I think in -- in -- and run.20

BR:  Okay.  While and running?21

EP:  Yeah.22

BR:  Okay.  Did you fire any rounds from this white 23

vehicle?24

EP:  Not that I can recall.25

BR:  In the direct -- when I say firing, I'm saying 26

towards the direction of this car that's --27

RW:  Suspect vehicle.28
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BR:  -- the suspect vehicle that's slightly leaning to 1

the left.2

EP:  No, no.  Not that I can recall.3

BR:  Okay.  Did you see the suspect?4

EP:  Not at that point, no.5

BR:  Okay.  When you were firing from the Oxnard vehicle, 6

did you see the suspect?7

EP:  No, there were so many rounds in that car, I don't 8

even --9

BR:  Okay.10

EP:  I don't recall.11

BR:  Did you hear anything coming at you?12

EP:  When he was -- when I was running up and the suspect 13

was firing, you could hear the rounds (NOISE MADE).14

BR:  Okay.  So you --15

EP:  (INAUDIBLE).16

BR:  You know when the suspect was firing.  Is it because 17

you heard the noise or you saw him or both?18

EP:  No.19

BR:  Why don't you describe that.20

EP:  'Cause I -- 'cause I heard it and when the round 21

passed by, it makes a (NOISE MADE) you know, a pop noise when it 22

cracks by your ear.23

BR:  Uh-huh.24

EP:  So that's -- that's how I knew it was a --25

BR:  Okay.  And they were coming from that direction?26

EP:  Yeah.27

BR:  From front to back?28
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EP:  Yeah.1

BR:  Okay.2

EP:  From -- from the suspect vehicle to --3

BR:  Were you ever struck?4

EP:  No.5

BR:  Okay.6

DH:  From -- with any debris?7

EP:  Yeah.8

BR:  What type of debris?9

EP:  That would be ammunition or you know, it's excess 10

rounds from somebody's AR-15.  Their -- their guns, stuff like 11

that.12

BR:  Okay.  You said AR-15, do you know specifically who 13

had an AR-15?14

EP:  It was all blue and I'm going to guess it was a -- a 15

Oxnard guy.16

BR:  Uh-huh.17

EP:  Maybe the gun was right next to my ear and I can't 18

hear, even now.19

BR:  Okay.20

EP:  So --21

RW:  Just going back to the question of debris, at the 22

previous shooting scene possibly on the 101 freeway and Seaward --23

EP:  Uh-huh.24

RW:  -- were you struck by any debris there?25

EP:  Yes.  I guess the stuff that was bouncing off of 26

Guilin's car.27

RW:  Debris from Guilin's car being shot at?28
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EP:  Yeah.  Yeah, I thought I previously stated that,1

but --2

BR:  And prior to that one --3

EP:  Yeah.4

BR:  -- the initial shooting in -- in the city of Ojai, 5

were you struck with any debris?6

EP:  No.7

BR:  Okay.8

EP:  I -- I could hear like a -- like I said the -- the 9

pop of the round going by me and stuff like that.  And I thought 10

maybe it had lit the light bar so (INAUDIBLE) sounded like it made 11

some noise but I don't know.12

BR:  Did you ever see the suspect exit the vehicle when 13

it was stopped on northbound Victoria?14

EP:  No.15

BR:  And as you sit here today, do you know what he was 16

wearing?17

EP:  No.18

BR:  Do you know, could you describe him to me?19

EP:  Well, he -- I could see that he had black   hair and 20

looked like it was buzzed in the back like -- like real -- I don't 21

want to say a flattop or nothing.  It was just a weird buzzing, 22

short back here and it was black hair on top and that's all I saw.23

BR:  Did you tell me his nationality or race?24

EP:  No.25

BR:  Okay.26

EP:  Wish I could.27

BR:  Did you ever hear him say anything?28
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EP:  No.1

BR:  Okay.  But you did say that the time you saw him 2

with a handgun --3

EP:  Uh-huh.4

BR:  -- was at the initial shooting incident in Ojai?5

EP:  Correct.6

BR:  And the preceding ones you did not but you could see 7

or you could hear rounds coming in your direction?8

EP:  Yeah.  I mean, yeah, the -- the -- the city of Ojai, 9

initial that's the last time I saw him.10

BR:  Okay.  How did you know things were over when you 11

were at northbound Victoria?12

EP:  Well, when I got to -- over to the white pickup 13

truck with Deputy Cendejas --14

BR:  Okay.15

EP:  -- I saw an Oxnard unit pretty far down on north 16

Victoria and I started yelling back.  You know, crossfire, 17

crossfire, crossfire and it started a ripple effect and someone was 18

yelling cease fire, cease fire, cease fire and then it just -- it 19

stopped and, you know, and that stopped we were trying to figure 20

out who was going to move up first because technically me and 21

Carlos were the closest but then the majority of the guys were 22

here, which would make sense.  But then you know, when it stopped, 23

I mean literally people started pouring out of the apartments.  I 24

mean, yeah, everybody poured out.25

BR:  Okay.  Did you ever approach from leaving this white 26

vehicle towards -- when I say approach, did you ever move towards 27

the suspect and the suspect vehicle from there?28
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EP:  We did.  But we were --1

BR:  But we being you and Carlos?2

EP:  Me and Carlos, we did.3

BR:  Yeah.4

EP:  But we paused only because there was an individual 5

laying on the grass that we assumed was a family member coming out 6

to him for whatever emotional reasons, whatever.  And we just kept 7

on yelling and he was laying on the ground so I had thought when I 8

had ran from -- when I initially shot at the -- in here and ran 9

around the vehicle, I had thought maybe he had got out of his car 10

and been over here but he didn't look like the guy.  I mean, he 11

just -- and he -- I just thought there was no way.  So I started 12

telling Carlos he's probably a family member that came out that we 13

didn't see it.  And then three women started crossing the street 14

and --15

BR:  You say crossing the street.  From this --16

EP:  They were crossing from the apartments.17

BR:  Oh, okay.18

EP:  And then basically running across (INAUDIBLE) road 19

into the parkway and two of them kind of stopped right here 'cause 20

we were yelling and screaming at them to stop, don't go there.  And 21

one individual woman, I don't know her name, she ran around the 22

car, actually peeked in the car and we were yelling at her and we 23

were starting to get ready to possibly shoot her, 'cause we don't 24

know if she's going to pick up the gun or not.  We didn't know what 25

she was doing.  She was yelling but I -- I can't hear.  And when 26

she had gotten to the car, she had stepped away and then that's 27

when the group in front of the Oxnard lead car here, they just 28
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moved up and I went after -- the one of the girls here in the 1

parkway calls to the suspect in the parkway with some other Oxnard 2

officers behind us covering us because of all the people pouring 3

out of the apartments because they were all riled up.  You know, a 4

lot of them.5

BR:  Okay.6

EP:  So --7

BR:  Were they saying anything that you can remember?8

EP:  A lot of screaming, someone yelling they killed him, 9

they killed him.  Some guy, when I -- when I was taking the girl 10

back to the car and she was resisting me, and I placed her on my 11

car here --12

BR:  Uh-huh.13

EP:  -- some -- some guy was yelling that's my dad.  So14

I -- I guess like we were at -- I guess we were at the apartment 15

where his home or whatever was going on.16

BR:  Uh-huh.17

EP:  So that's -- that's about it.  And then at some 18

point I got asked to go help with the perimeter, set up the yellow 19

evidence, whatever.20

BR:  Uh-huh.21

EP:  And because there wasn't a lot of us and a lot of 22

people pouring out, there was like one or two Oxnard officers 23

there, they were telling people to get back and they were kind of 24

turning on us and, you know, we got you on video and this and that, 25

that sort of stuff.  I guess your typical Oxnard attitude.26

BR:  Okay.  Okay.     27

You have anything?28
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DH:  Yeah, a couple things.     1

During your initial stop up in Ojai --2

EP:  Uh-huh.3

DH:  -- you mentioned that the guy put his hand, you -- 4

you motioned that he put his hand on the -- on the door frame and 5

then he reached under his arm --6

EP:  No.7

DH:  -- to shoot out at you?8

EP:  Sorry.  Not the -- not the door frame, but the -- 9

the door handle.10

DH:  Door handle, okay.11

EP:  So, yeah.12

DH:  So his left hand went to the door handle?13

EP:  Uh-huh.14

DH:  And then his right hand came underneath his left15

arm --16

EP:  Uh-huh.17

DH:  -- to shoot out?18

EP:  Yeah.19

DH:  Okay.  You motioned it and I just wanted to20

clarify --21

EP:  Okay.22

DH:  -- what hand was doing what.23

EP:  That's fine.24

DH:  Do you remember how many shots were fired?25

EP:  Where?26

DH:  In Ojai, the first -- the first stop.27

EP:  The first contact?  Like I said approximately four 28
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to five I think.1

BR:  That he shot at you?2

EP:  Yeah, shot at me.3

BR:  Okay.4

EP:  Yeah.5

DH:  Do you remember, you -- you mentioned them -- 6

hearing them going past you.  Do you remember if they impacted your 7

car or whether they may have impacted?8

EP:  The -- the first one sounded like they went like 9

just to the -- I guess would be the left of me, you know?10

DH:  Uh-huh.11

EP:  And the other ones sounded like they went over my 12

car.  I thought they even may have hit the front of my car or up by 13

the light bar.14

DH:  Okay.15

EP:  I mean, 'cause, you know, they sound loud.  But you 16

know, I don't if they went so --17

DH:  Uh-huh.  Okay.  Yeah.  How long have you worked up 18

in Ojai?19

EP:  Approximately a year and a half.20

DH:  So you got to know it pretty well and know the 21

people up there pretty well?22

EP:  Well, I grew up in that area.23

DH:  Oh, okay.24

EP:  So I kind of -- I've done pretty well up there, kind 25

of know what everybody's doing what.  And obviously a car that I 26

don't recognize, I don't know.27

DH:  Uh-huh.28
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EP:  And I start to get curious.1

DH:  Did you go to high school up there too and all that?2

EP:  Actually I went to play with Bonaventure.3

DH:  Oh, okay.  That's right, we talked about that.4

EP:  So, I -- I went to grade school there and all the 5

stuff like that (INAUDIBLE).6

DH:  When you first ran the plate --7

EP:  Uh-huh.8

DH:  -- and it came back Code 6 Victor Sam.9

EP:  Uh-huh.10

DH:  You mentioned that it came back to a bad area of 11

Oxnard.  Not that good of an area in Oxnard.12

EP:  I saw on the apartment number --13

DH:  Uh-huh.14

EP:  -- and it said Oxnard and you have to forgive me, I 15

can't remember the street name but just hearing from people and 16

word of mouth I had heard of those apartments --17

DH:  Okay.18

EP:  -- in that area of Oxnard (INAUDIBLE).19

DH:  Now -- now at any time when you said you cir- -- you 20

made a couple of circles when you were down in Oxnard during this 21

pursuit --22

EP:  Uh-huh.23

DH:  -- did you ever go by that address that you had 24

originally seen when you first ran the plate?25

EP:  Yeah.  Someone had recognized it and put it over the 26

radio --27

DH:  Okay.28
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EP:  -- that we're near his home.1

DH:  Okay.2

EP:  He's -- be careful, better not bail into his home 3

and who knows where it'll go from there.4

DH:  Okay.5

EP:  So --6

DH:  When you went up to the -- when the vehicle came to 7

a stop --8

EP:  Uh-huh.9

DH:  -- there on Victoria --10

EP:  Uh-huh.11

DH:  -- and you were getting out of your car running up 12

to the other car, the Oxnard vehicle, patrol vehicle, what were 13

your feelings then and what were -- what do you -- what were your 14

emotion and what -- how were you feeling then?15

EP:  Thousand different emotions.  Scared, angry, worried 16

that my fellows officers, one of them was going to get hit 'cause 17

there's a lot of us up front.18

DH:  Uh-huh.19

EP:  Not a whole lot of coverage so, still pushing in 20

towards the car (INAUDIBLE).  And that sort of thing but I just 21

really wanted it to stop.  I really did.22

DH:  Okay.23

EP:  So, that was -- that was, you know, just wanted it 24

to stop.25

DH:  Okay.26

BR:  How many rounds are you aware of that he fired in 27

your direction?28
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EP:  Who, the --1

BR:  The suspect fired back at you after they stopped?2

Did you -- are you aware?  'Cause I think we covered that and you 3

just said you didn't know, you heard them though.4

EP:  I heard them.5

BR:  Okay.  All right.6

DH:  (INAUDIBLE) I just remembered.  You mentioned you 7

saw the gun the first time up in Ojai.8

EP:  Yeah.9

DH:  Did you see it the second time while on the freeway?10

EP:  No, I saw muzzle flashes.11

DH:  Okay.12

BR:  It's a shot in the dark but no pun intended, can you 13

describe the weapon?14

EP:  Well, it was a handgun, tell you that.  And when 15

that first round went off and the muzzle flash went off, I'll tell 16

you, I mean, it almost -- you know, it was a handgun, that's all I 17

can tell you.18

DH:  Okay.19

EP:  So --20

DH:  Fair enough.21

BR:  Yeah, don't guess.22

EP:  Yeah.23

BR:  If you don't know, you don't know.24

EP:  Well, I would like to know what the gun was so,25

it --26

BR:  So would we.27

EP:  Yeah.28
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BR:  We don't know.  That's -- that's why this is even 1

better 'cause we don't know.  We can't -- well, we'll know later 2

eventually, but right now, that's --3

EP:  That's (INAUDIBLE) yeah.4

BR:  The less we know about certain things, the better 5

too.6

EP:  I understand.  I -- I couldn't tell you.  I -- that 7

barrel, that's much bigger when it's firing so --8

BR:  Okay.  Anything?9

RW:  No.10

BR:  Anything from you, Eric?11

EP:  No, sir.12

BR:  Okay.  Anything from you?13

DH:  No, I'm good (INAUDIBLE).14

BR:  Okay.  Why don't you give us, one, two -- give us a 15

minute and I'll just keep mine going.16

DH:  Yeah, mine's still going too.17

BR:  You've had some time to reflect and compose, it's 18

only been a couple minutes since our interview.  Have you -- is 19

there anything that you want to change or that you've remembered 20

differently than when you described to us?21

EP:  No.  No, I -- no.22

BR:  Okay.  Okay.  Have you ever been in a shooting 23

before?24

RW:  You mean at a -- at a person?25

BR:  Have you ever been involved at shooting at a person?26

EP:  Not at a person.27

BR:  Okay.  Have you ever been shot at by a person?28
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EP:  No.1

BR:  Okay.  Have you ever (INAUDIBLE).  When you stopped 2

the car in Ojai --3

EP:  Uh-huh.4

BR:  -- and you describe him pointing a gun at you and 5

firing and continued in a vehicle pursuit involved in second 6

gunfire and gun battle and then a third one, you're a police 7

officer for five and a half years; how long you been on patrol?8

EP:  A year and a half.9

BR:  Year and a half?  What do you -- what was his 10

intent?11

EP:  I have no idea what his intent was.12

RW:  What do you think his intent was?13

EP:  Well, it was sure as hell didn't talk to me so I 14

thought he -- he was going to kill me, basically.  And --15

BR:  Because of what?16

EP:  His domestic, all that stuff that were happening in 17

Oxnard, you know?18

BR:  Anything else?19

EP:  No.  I don't know, I'm not sure if I'm understanding 20

you.  Other than he -- he fired at me, I mean, he tried to kill me 21

and -- and then -- then the stuff came over the radio that he was 22

trying to -- he had domestic involved with a brandishing and all 23

that stuff.24

BR:  Okay.  Is that what you remember now because you 25

heard or did you just remember that piece somewhere else during the 26

pursuit and the --27

RW:  About the domestic.28
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BR:  And about the gun.1

EP:  About the gun was during the pursuit.2

BR:  Okay.3

EP:  Right at some time during that pursuit --4

BR:  Okay.5

EP:  -- the shots were fired.6

BR:  Do you remember that specifically or do you remember 7

that now because of kind of a immediate debriefings and public 8

safety questions?9

EP:  No, I remember on the pursuit because when they 10

broadcast on the pursuit about what this car was involved or this 11

person may have been involved in.12

BR:  Okay.13

EP:  I -- it was then.14

BR:  I may have reword -- I may have phrased our question 15

wrong earlier.  When I was talking to you I asked that question.  I 16

asked other than what you were chasing him for initially in Ojai --17

EP:  Uh-huh.18

BR:  -- was there anything else that linked him to 19

something?  How would you -- now, is that what you mean by you 20

heard a broadcast?21

EP:  Yeah, I heard the broadcast after the shooting.22

BR:  Okay.23

EP:  That first --24

BR:  At the Ojai shooting?25

EP:  Yeah, the Ojai shooting.26

BR:  And what is it that he was linked to?  Or the 27

vehicle was linked to?28
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EP:  They said the vehicle and possible suspect that may 1

be in the vehicle was involved in a domestic and possibly related 2

to 417, a brandishing and a 422, criminal threats and that was --3

BR:  Was there any name to the vehicle or names, did you 4

hear, if you remember?5

EP:  Not that I can recall.6

BR:  Any vehicle description?7

EP:  No.  Just Station 1 had advised, sheriff's dispatch 8

advised that this is possibly the vehicle that was involved in that 9

incident.10

BR:  Okay.11

RW:  (INAUDIBLE).12

BR:  Okay.  It's now 5:50 a.m. and we'll be stopping 13

there.14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28
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             (CHRIS JOHNSTON / PART ONE)1

2

BR:  I'm recording.3

RW:  Okay.4

BR:  Okay.  Today's date is -- today's date is the 25th 5

of October, 2011 and it's approximately five after 6:00 a.m.   6

I'm Detective Brian Richmond with the sheriff's office.7

I'm with Dan Hawes, Deputy Chris Johnston and attorney Rob Wexler, 8

W-e-x-l-e-r.     9

Chris, you're a deputy sheriff with the sheriff's office.10

How long you've been a deputy?11

CJ:  Approximately five and a half years.12

BR:  Okay.  And how long -- and I -- and you're currently 13

on patrol?14

CJ:  Yes.15

BR:  How long you been on patrol?16

CJ:  About ten months.17

BR:  Okay.  And where are you currently assigned in 18

patrol?19

CJ:  Ojai.20

BR:  The city of Ojai?21

CJ:  Yes.22

BR:  Okay.  Today's the 25th, yesterday's the 24th, 23

that's the time you started your shift.  What time did you start 24

your shift?25

CJ:  1800 hours.26

BR:  Okay.  And you get off at 0600, a twelve-hour shift?27

CJ:  Yeah.28
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BR:  Okay.  You came to the police station, you dressed 1

in uniform, put on a gun belt with a gun, correct?2

CJ:  Yes.3

BR:  Did you -- do you carry a backup weapon?4

CJ:  Yes.5

BR:  What kind of backup weapon?6

CJ:  It is a pistol, Bodyguard 3.7

BR:  Okay.  And, okay.  And your assigned duty weapon is 8

a Sig Sauer 40-caliber?9

CJ:  Correct.10

BR:  Assigned by the sheriff's office?11

CJ:  Yes.12

BR:  Okay.  You were assigned as a beat car in the city 13

of Ojai in the city or in the unincorporated area?14

CJ:  City.15

BR:  Okay.  When you went 10-8 or in service, what was 16

the first thing you did?  Did you answer some patrol calls?17

CJ:  Yes.18

BR:  Okay.  What type of calls for service?19

CJ:  First call was a check the well-being and then had a 20

couple of traffic stops.21

BR:  Okay.22

CJ:  And then went dawn-A, a vehicle burglary report.23

BR:  Okay.  At some point you had some sort of radio 24

communication or a -- and mobile, it was a telephone conversation 25

with a beat partner.26

CJ:  Yes.27

BR:  Deputy Perdue.28
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CJ:  Yes.1

BR:  What was that about?2

CJ:  He called me and asked me, or told me that he wanted 3

to put a stop on a vehicle and told me that the vehicle was subject 4

to search.5

BR:  Okay.6

CJ:  Possibly subject to search.7

BR:  Okay.  Did he say where he was and which way he was 8

going?9

CJ:  He told me he was on Creek Road coming toward the 10

city.11

BR:  Okay.  Coming towards, we're going to use that as a 12

natural north or a northeast direction?13

CJ:  Yeah.14

BR:  Okay.  At what point did you spot Deputy Perdue?15

CJ:  I saw Deputy Perdue going north on South Ventura 16

Street.17

BR:  Okay.  Is that -- is it -- did it drive by the 18

police station, Ojai Police Station?19

CJ:  Yes.20

BR:  And at that point were you behind Deputy Perdue?21

CJ:  Yes.22

BR:  Did you know what car he was looking to affect a 23

traffic stop on?24

CJ:  Yes.25

BR:  Could you describe that car?  Do you know a license 26

plate?27

CJ:  I did not know the license plate at that time.  I 28
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did not know really a description of the vehicle.  There was just 1

only one vehicle in front of him.2

BR:  Okay.  All right.  That -- through our notes here on 3

when I -- the CAD system and the CLETS system, the vehicle was a -- 4

license number was .  He affected a traffic stop; do you 5

remember where?6

CJ:  On Ventura Street, South Ventura Street approaching 7

Ojai Avenue.8

BR:  Okay.  And what did you see happen?9

CJ:  Saw Deputy Perdue activate his lights, I saw his 10

rear -- rearward facing lights flashing and then shortly after I 11

saw his strobes.12

BR:  Okay.  And did his car do anything movement wise 13

that you remember?14

CJ:  Perdue's?15

BR:  Yes.16

CJ:  Not necessarily.17

BR:  Okay.  Did you see him get out of the car?18

CJ:  No.19

BR:  Okay.  Did you get out of the car?20

CJ:  No.21

BR:  Okay.  What happened next?22

CJ:  We were still going forward, proceeding forward.23

BR:  Go ahead.24

RW:  (INAUDIBLE).25

CJ:  And the vehicle, we were approaching Ojai Avenue and 26

the vehicle turned left onto Ojai Avenue, west on Ojai Avenue.27

BR:  Okay.28
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CJ:  And we followed it.1

BR:  Okay.  And then what happened?2

CJ:  Kept on going west and then got to about where Ojai 3

Liquor is and I had my window rolled down, I heard what I believed 4

to be gunshots.  I looked over to my left, I saw a person drop to 5

the floor, drop to the ground in front of Ojai Liquor and heard him 6

scream out and at that point I yanked my vehicle to the right from 7

behind Deputy Perdue's vehicle and that gave me a clear view of the 8

suspect's vehicle and at that point I saw muzzle flash and a gun 9

aimed at us.10

BR:  Okay.  You saw a muzzle flash and you actually saw a 11

gun?12

CJ:  Yes.13

BR:  Okay.  And did you see the person that had the gun?14

Could you describe him to us?15

CJ:  I did not see the person.  All I could see was -- 16

was an arm or something, which -- and it looked like what I17

could -- I guessed was a gun by the muzzle flash coming out of it.18

BR:  Okay.  Did you hear anything?19

CJ:  Yes.20

BR:  What did you hear?21

CJ:  What I believed to be gunshots.22

BR:  How many?23

CJ:  At the initial time I heard it, I want to say 24

somewhere around two, maybe three and then when I yanked my vehicle 25

over and actually saw the muzzle flash, I heard maybe, again two or 26

three.27

BR:  Okay.  And did you -- what did you do?28
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CJ:  At that point I threw myself over the center console 1

to take cover behind the engine block of the vehicle and grabbed my 2

radio and at that point I believe, I don't know if we walked on 3

each other or not but I just, I yelled over the radio, shots fired, 4

shots fired probably two or three times.5

BR:  Okay.  And how were you feeling at that point?  What 6

were your emotions?7

CJ:  Shocked, scared, kind of in disbelief.  You know, 8

pretty much, I mean, at that point just going, oh crap.9

BR:  Did you fire your weapon?10

CJ:  No.  When I was going to stop my vehicle, that's 11

when I noticed the suspect vehicle take off so at that point, I 12

mean, I had my hand on my gun but I was -- wasn't able to get it 13

out.14

BR:  Out of the holster?15

CJ:  Out of the holster.16

BR:  Okay.  Did you know if Deputy Perdue fired his 17

weapon?18

CJ:  I don't know if he did or not.19

BR:  Okay.  And you said the vehicle took off.20

CJ:  Yes.21

BR:  Slow, casual, how -- describe how it took off.22

CJ:  Definitely not slow.  Wasn't, what I could tell, 23

wasn't like a burnout.  I couldn't tell you if the suspect vehicle 24

was completely stopped or not.  But he -- he sped off like he -- he 25

wasn't -- wasn't trying to stick around.26

BR:  Could you describe him?27

CJ:  The driver, no.28
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BR:  Or her?1

CJ:  The driver, no.2

BR:  Okay.  When it drove off, were you in pursuit?3

CJ:  Yes.4

BR:  Would that be lights and sirens?5

CJ:  Lights and sirens.6

BR:  And yours were on, lights and siren?7

CJ:  Yes.8

BR:  Were his, was Deputy Perdue's lights and siren on?9

CJ:  Yes.10

BR:  Okay.  And you continued west through the city of 11

Ojai, past the "Y"?12

CJ:  Yes.13

BR:  What -- which we'd call if you go northwest, you go 14

up into 33 into the backcountry or you veer to the left and you 15

continue downhill towards the city of Ventura or the beach, 16

correct?17

CJ:  Yes.18

BR:  In that direction?19

CJ:  Yes.20

BR:  And how was the driving pattern of the suspect at 21

that time?22

CJ:  He had picked up speed.  He was kind of all over the 23

road.24

BR:  Uh-huh.25

CJ:  He wasn't necessarily staying in his lane but he 26

wasn't driving in opposing traffic or anything at that point or --27

BR:  What was -- what was your role this -- at this 28
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point?1

CJ:  At this point I took over secondary as far as Perdue 2

was primary staying behind the -- the suspect and I started putting 3

out radio traffic.4

BR:  Okay.  And at times could you see the vehicle?5

CJ:  Yes.6

BR:  At times can you see the driver the vehicle?7

CJ:  I could not see the driver of the vehicle because it 8

was dark.9

BR:  Okay.  Dark 'cause it -- nightfall?10

CJ:  Nighttime.11

BR:  Okay.  And as you were traveling, did you see 12

anybody else in the car?13

CJ:  No, I couldn't tell --14

BR:  Okay.15

CJ:  -- if there was anybody else in the car or not.16

BR:  At some point was there another exchange of fire or 17

did the vehicle stop at some point?18

CJ:  Yes.19

BR:  Can you tell us where that occurred?20

CJ:  The first spot that I -- that the vehicle stopped 21

was -- or came near to a stop was southbound 33 approaching 22

Stanley.23

BR:  Okay.24

CJ:  Just north of Stanley.25

BR:  And -- and how do you know that?26

CJ:  Saw brake lights, vehicle started slowing down.  Two 27

vehicles in front of me, the two patrol cars in front of me slowed 28
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down.  I slowed down.  I literally, I dropped the car into park, I 1

came to a stop, got the car into park, had my door open, my left 2

leg out, Deputy Perdue looked like he was actually outside of his 3

vehicle and then -- then I saw the car take off again.4

BR:  Okay.  Was there -- was there anything that 5

signified where you were, that you remember or recognize?  Any 6

landmarks?7

CJ:  I just -- I'm familiar with the roadway from driving 8

it --9

BR:  Okay.10

CJ:  -- very often.11

BR:  Okay.12

CJ:  Patrolling the area.13

BR:  Okay.14

CJ:  But I mean, we were southbound 33, north of Stanley.15

BR:  Okay.16

CJ:  But --17

BR:  Was there any activity at that location?18

RW:  Beyond the stopping?19

BR:  Yes.     20

Beyond the stopping and Deputy Perdue is slowly --21

CJ:  Yes.22

BR:  -- getting out?  I mean, was there any --23

CJ:  All I --24

BR:  -- yell --25

CJ:  All I remember was he was out of the vehicle, I was 26

paying attention to putting the radio traffic out.27

BR:  He, being Deputy Perdue?28
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CJ:  Getting my car into park.  Right.1

BR:  Okay.2

CJ:  Getting may car into park and putting out the3

radio traffic as far as our location and getting my door open and 4

going -- drawing my weapon and at that point that's when I saw the 5

vehicle take off.6

BR:  Okay.7

RW:  Suspect vehicle?8

CJ:  The suspect vehicle.9

BR:  Okay.10

CJ:  So I got back in my car and was taking off and I 11

closed my door and it didn't close all the way so I was trying12

to --13

BR:  Okay.14

CJ:  -- get it to close.15

BR:  You mentioned that there was a third vehicle.16

CJ:  Yes.17

BR:  Who's that?18

CJ:  At that point I wasn't positive but I believed it 19

was the David King unit, which was Guilin, Senior Deputy Guilin.20

BR:  Was there any gunfire at the Shell or at the Stanley 21

Avenue area as far --22

CJ:  I don't know.23

BR:  You don't know?24

CJ:  I don't know.25

BR:  Okay.26

RW:  Is there any that you're aware of?27

CJ:  None that I'm aware of.28
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RW:  Okay.1

BR:  You then continued southbound on 33 towards the city 2

of Ventura, correct?3

CJ:  Yes.4

BR:  Was -- what was the actions of the suspect vehicle 5

at that -- let me back up.  When you were almost stopped in this 6

area of Stanley, how were you feeling and what were your emotions 7

then?8

CJ:  Still frightened, nervous.  Not as much in shock as 9

I was before.  Had a little bit more time to process what was going 10

on.  I guess that's about the only way to really describe it.11

BR:  What was your call sign?12

CJ:  1A21.13

BR:  Okay.  After you left the Stanley area or slowed 14

down and continued, did you slow down or stop at another location?15

CJ:  Yes.16

BR:  Where was that?17

CJ:  It's just south on the southbound 101, just south of 18

the Seward exit between the bridge and the actual exit.19

BR:  Okay.20

CJ:  There's a north -- there's a southbound exit and 21

there's a north -- there's a -- an on-ramp that goes south at that 22

same location and we were about in between the on-ramp, off-ramp --23

BR:  Okay.24

CJ:  -- and the bridge.25

BR:  And what vehicle position were you?26

CJ:  At that point I was the third vehicle.27

BR:  And you're only including the three sheriff's 28
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vehicle?1

CJ:  Correct.2

BR:  You're -- so you're the third car?  There's a car in 3

front of you.4

CJ:  Right.5

BR:  Do you know who that car was?6

CJ:  The car in front of me was Guilin.7

BR:  Okay.8

CJ:  Well, there were two car -- there are two sheriff 9

cars in front of me but directly in front of me was Guilin.10

BR:  Okay.  And then the one in front of him?11

CJ:  The one in front of him was the suspect.12

BR:  Okay.  Were they in line or were they in some sort 13

of formation that you would call it?14

CJ:  It's kind of a formation.15

BR:  What type, what do we call that?16

CJ:  Say a high-risk stop (INAUDIBLE) formation.17

BR:  Okay.  And --18

RW:  I'm sorry.19

BR:  Well --20

RW:  You said there was you, there was Deputy Guilin and 21

the suspect vehicle.  Where's Deputy Perdue at this time?22

CJ:  His vehicle was positioned to the right of Guilin's.23

BR:  Okay.24

RW:  Okay.  So he's there with you guys --25

CJ:  Correct.26

RW:  -- at this location?27

CJ:  He was -- he was in front of me but to the right of 28
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Guilin and I was directly behind Guilin.1

BR:  Okay.  All right.  Did you ever get out of your car?2

CJ:  I was about, again, about halfway out.3

BR:  And what stopped you from getting out?4

CJ:  The suspect, suspect vehicle started driving away.5

BR:  Okay.  When you stopping and getting out of your 6

car, did you hear anything?7

CJ:  Yes.8

BR:  What did you hear?9

CJ:  Gunshots.10

BR:  How many?11

CJ:  I'd be guessing but I know there was probably at 12

least five or six rounds.13

BR:  Okay.14

CJ:  Somewhere in that neighborhood.15

BR:  Can you just -- who was firing them?16

CJ:  I could see Deputy Guilin firing rounds but I could 17

also see, again muzzle flash coming back our direction.18

BR:  From the suspect vehicle?19

CJ:  From the suspect.20

BR:  Okay.  And did you see Deputy Perdue doing anything?21

CJ:  He was not really in my line of sight at that moment 22

so I couldn't really see exactly what he was doing.23

BR:  Did you fire your weapon?24

CJ:  No.25

BR:  Okay.  And there was a -- a volley of rounds between 26

the suspect and -- and the sheriff's deputies?27

CJ:  Yes.28
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BR:  Okay.  Did -- then they -- the suspect left?1

CJ:  Yes.2

BR:  Okay.  Did the -- before he left, did you hear him 3

or her say anything?4

CJ:  The suspect?5

BR:  Yes.6

CJ:  I didn't hear him saying anything.7

BR:  Did you hear the deputies in front of you saying 8

anything?9

CJ:  No.10

BR:  Okay.  They continued, everybody continued south on 11

101.  Eventually they got off the freeway, I understand --12

CJ:  Yes.13

BR:  -- in the area of Vineyard; is that correct?14

CJ:  Yes.15

BR:  And were you still calling out the pursuit?16

CJ:  Yes.17

BR:  Okay.  And did you hear any other sort of radio 18

traffic linking the suspect vehicle to any sort of other incident 19

other than what you started with in Ojai?20

CJ:  Yes.21

BR:  What was that?22

CJ:  Dispatch had advised us that the vehicle23

description -- well, let me back up.  Before we hit Oak View I had 24

gotten on the radio.  Before we hit Oak View I had heard dispatch 25

advise us that -- no, correction.26

BR:  It's all right.27

CJ:  Before we got to Oak View I recall getting on the 28
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radio and asking dispatch if they were aware or telling them that 1

the RO's address was Oxnard, believing that that might be the 2

direction that he was heading to.  And then shortly thereafter 3

sometime I want to say we were in the area of Oak View, that's when 4

dispatch notified us and said -- advised us that Station 3 told us 5

that that vehicle was involved or the RO or somebody, somehow the 6

vehicle was involved in a -- a domestic brandishing with a firearm 7

involved.8

BR:  Okay.  Station 3 being what city?9

CJ:  Oxnard PD.10

BR:  Oxnard PD.  Okay.  And up to this point do you what 11

the intent was of the suspect?12

CJ:  Up to this point was to -- to shoot me.13

BR:  Okay.14

CJ:  Or my partner.15

BR:  Okay.  Because of what?16

CJ:  Because of him aiming a gun at us and pulling the -- 17

firing it at us.18

BR:  Okay.  You then continued in Oxnard.  Did you ever 19

see any other agencies involved?20

RW:  Oh well, before you get there.21

BR:  Okay.22

RW:  When you guys leave the location southbound 101 by 23

Seaward, does anybody else take over as the primary from that point 24

forward?25

CJ:  At that point I believed it was 3S50, which is -- I 26

wasn't positive immediately.  I just knew that I was behind another 27

sheriff's unit.28
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BR:  So now you have three sheriff's unit and then you?1

RW:  Now --2

BR:  So would you be the fourth?3

CJ:  No, not at that point.4

BR:  Okay.5

CJ:  It was -- we were at -- when we were at Seaward --6

BR:  Uh-huh.7

CJ:  -- Guilin was still outside of his vehicle.  When8

I -- when he started drive -- when the suspect started driving 9

away, so I got back in my car and started to go and at that point 10

another sheriff's unit passed me on my left and I had Guilin to my 11

right and I didn't want to continue going forward 'cause Guilin was 12

still shooting so I didn't want to jump in front of him --13

BR:  Sure.14

CJ:  -- as he was firing.  So at that point Guilin was 15

still in his vehicle, just getting back into his vehicle as I was 16

already in my mine going, moving forward and then at that point 17

that was when another sheriff's unit got in front of me, which I 18

thought was 3S50.  I wasn't positive.19

RW:  And who -- who would -- who would 3S50 be?20

CJ:  Wareham.21

RW:  So Wareham was -- was the number one primary?22

CJ:  At that point Wareham became number one primary, I 23

was secondary and then our -- the third unit was a good distance 24

behind us.25

BR:  Okay.  You continued down the freeway, exiting 26

Vineyard; is that correct?27

CJ:  Yes.28
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BR:  And then going to the city of Oxnard?1

CJ:  Correct.2

BR:  Okay.  And eventually did you drive around the area 3

in Oxnard following and pursuing the suspect in the suspect 4

vehicle?5

CJ:  Yes.6

BR:  And how was his driving pattern at that time?7

CJ:  He was driving fast, blowing through red lights, got 8

into a couple of near -- near collisions.9

BR:  Did it make the other cars do anything differently 10

or abnormal?11

CJ:  Absolutely.  Caused other cars to slam on their 12

brakes, skid, possibly caused other wrecks.  I'm not positive.  I'm 13

not sure.14

BR:  Could you approximate your speed?15

CJ:  It varied.  Literally from zero to a hundred miles 16

an hour.17

BR:  Okay.  At some point was there any fire while the -- 18

gunfire while moving that you were aware of?19

CJ:  Not that I'm aware of.20

BR:  Did you ever fire your gun while you were moving?21

CJ:  No.22

BR:  Okay.  Eventually the vehicle came to a stop. Do you 23

know why it came to a stop?24

CJ:  I don't know why exactly.25

BR:  Okay.26

CJ:  I just -- I put out over the radio that -- that the 27

suspect's left front tire might possibly be blown and then when 28
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Wareham put out the same radio traffic that he believed it might1

be blown, suspect made a U-turn going back north on Victoria was 2

when I saw the wheel was completely gone, he was on the rim only.3

So I -- so I saw that so I kind of assumed that that might be the 4

reason why he came to a stop.5

BR:  Uh-huh.6

CJ:  I'm not sure.7

BR:  And when it came to a stop, where were you, vehicle 8

position or where were you?9

CJ:  There were, at that point there were two Oxnard PD 10

officers in front of me with as long as -- as well as Wareham.11

Basically again kind of a high-risk formation.  My vehicle was to 12

the left of Wareham's, behind an Oxnard PD unit.13

BR:  Okay.  Real quick, you said you were working a city 14

car in the -- out of Ojai.15

CJ:  Yes.16

BR:  Need to clarify a couple quick things.  City car, 17

what has -- it's black and white but what does it say on the 18

driver's door and the passenger door?19

CJ:  It says O- -- City of Ojai Police.20

BR:  Okay.  And if you were in an unincorporated area out 21

of Ojai, what would be written on the doors in the black-and-white 22

unit?23

CJ:  Sheriff.24

BR:  Okay.  So you were in a police vehicle?25

CJ:  Correct.26

BR:  Okay.  In uniform?27

CJ:  Correct.28
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BR:  Okay.  I'm going to show you a photo labeled Number 1

1 and this was an aerial photograph taken of police vehicles with 2

the suspect vehicle.  Could you look at that and if you can, 3

identify your vehicle and where you are.4

CJ:  Okay.  Looks like Unit Number 168.  Correct.5

BR:  Okay.  Could you circle that, put it on the desk and 6

just circle it.  Circle this here.  This will work, we're going to 7

do this.  And could you put your initials and your ID number there, 8

please.     9

When it came -- when your vehicle came to a stop, what 10

did you do next?11

CJ:  I put out over the radio of our stopping location, 12

that the suspect had yielded at -- at that -- at that moment as 13

soon as we came to a stop.  As soon as I realized the suspect's 14

vehicle had stopped.15

BR:  What did you do after you did that?16

CJ:  I got out of my vehicle and drew my weapon and 17

approached the driver's side of the Oxnard PD vehicle that was 18

ahead of me.19

BR:  You ran up to the driver's side?20

CJ:  Yes.21

BR:  Okay.  And was it occupied also?22

CJ:  The Oxnard PD vehicle, yes.  Well, there was -- 23

there wasn't somebody in the driver's seat but the Oxnard PD 24

officer that was in that car, he had opened up his door and he had 25

gotten out of his vehicle so he was basically standing behind his 26

door.27

BR:  Okay.28
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CJ:  And then there was another Oxnard police officer 1

that was to his left.2

BR:  Did you hear anything going on at that point?3

CJ:  At that point I had heard commands from my right 4

where there were other numerous officers telling someone to get 5

their hands up and then I also heard some commands being yelled at 6

the public 'cause the people were gathering around the -- the area 7

telling people to get out of the way, get out of the way.  But I 8

heard somebody start making commands.  I couldn't tell if it was 9

over the PA or not but it was pretty loud and clear that somebody 10

was telling the suspect raise your hands, put your hands up, let us 11

see your hands, put your hands up.12

BR:  Did the suspect, did you hear any gunfire from the 13

suspect?14

CJ:  Right as soon as I got to the car --15

BR:  The car being Oxnard?16

CJ:  -- I could hear somebody yell like yelling, right, 17

the Oxnard PD car, as soon as I got to the car, I aimed my -- my 18

duty weapon.  I aimed my duty weapon at the -- the suspect's 19

vehicle and I heard gunshots and I could see muzzle flash coming 20

from the vehicle back toward our direction.21

BR:  Coming back from the suspect vehicle?22

CJ:  Correct.  I couldn't see the suspect himself.  He 23

was inside of his car, he didn't get out.  His driver's side door 24

had opened, but he did not get out of the vehicle but I saw muzzle 25

flash coming at our direction.26

BR:  Do you know how -- do you remember how many?27

CJ:  I don't recall.  I want to say that it was at least 28
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three, maybe two or three before I fired one round.1

BR:  Okay.2

CJ:  (INAUDIBLE).3

BR:  And you fired your one round at, where?4

CJ:  Toward the suspect.5

BR:  Okay.  And one round only from your service 6

revolver?7

CJ:  Correct.8

RW:  Is there a particular reason why you only fired one 9

round?10

CJ:  I fired the one round and as soon as I fired the one 11

round, I felt something hit me on my -- somewhere like around my 12

left like neck, shoulder area.  I didn't -- I had no idea what it 13

was but it hit me pretty hard so I -- there -- since there was 14

nobody in the Oxnard police vehicle, I ducked down to the right 15

inside the driver's side to get cover behind the engine block area 16

inside, behind the steering wheel and to make sure that I hadn't 17

gotten shot.18

RW:  Was that your initial thought that you'd been hit 19

with rounds fired by the suspect?20

CJ:  Yes.21

RW:  By the suspect?22

CJ:  That was my initial thought, was I -- I had been 23

hit.24

BR:  Okay.25

CJ:  So --26

BR:  Are you right or left-handed?27

CJ:  Right-handed.28
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BR:  So you're firing from your right hand?1

CJ:  Correct.2

BR:  Okay.  And you were -- you felt it on your left 3

side?4

CJ:  Correct.5

BR:  Do you know what it is as we sit here today?6

CJ:  I can only assume what it -- what it might have 7

been.8

BR:  What was it?  What do you think it was?9

CJ:  I -- I believe it might have been a shell casing 10

from another officer's either rifle or something.11

BR:  And then at some point you came out of this police 12

vehicle.13

CJ:  Correct.14

BR:  Why did you do that?15

CJ:  Because I realized that I was okay so I got back out 16

of the vehicle and took up another position, aiming and as I did 17

that, I heard -- could hear commands coming from, again from my 18

right.  Somebody yelling cease fire, cease fire, cease fire at 19

least -- at least two or three times that I could -- could hear.20

BR:  When you came back out the second time of the police 21

vehicle, the Oxnard police vehicle and took up a position, still 22

behind what I believe is to be the doorjamb?23

CJ:  Yes.24

BR:  Okay.  How were you feeling then?  What were your 25

emotions?26

CJ:  Scared.27

BR:  Uh-huh.  Take a minute.28
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RW:  Want to take a break for a minute?1

BR:  He's going to get some Kleenex for you, Chris.2

RW:  Why don't we go off tape for a minute.3

BR:  Okay.4

RW:  (INAUDIBLE).5

BR:  Let's break.  Let's break right there.6

7

                              (PART TWO) 8

9

BR:  Okay.  I am.10

RW:  Here you go, Brian.  I'm sorry.  All right.  Let's 11

go.12

BR:  Okay.  We're back on the record.  It's now twenty to 13

7:00.  We were talking with Deputy Johnston during an 14

officer-involved shooting in which he has been shot at and had 15

returned fire and had become quite emotional and needed to take a 16

break.     17

You feel you can continue?18

CJ:  Yes.19

BR:  Okay.  And once again, let the emotions flow 'cause 20

it's human nature and it needs to be personalized.  I had asked you 21

how you felt the second time when you're taking it -- when you had 22

returned from inside of the Oxnard PD vehicle to position of cover 23

behind the doorjamb.  You were back -- how did you feel at that 24

point if you could answer that.25

CJ:  All I could think about was my kids and that I 26

needed to go home for them.27

BR:  And you also heard cease fire, cease fire, cease 28
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fire to the right of you?1

CJ:  Yes.2

BR:  Okay.  Was there a ceasefire?3

CJ:  Yes.4

BR:  Okay.  And did you ever see the suspect at this 5

point?6

CJ:  Yes.7

BR:  Where did you see him?8

CJ:  From my position, kind of to the left of his 9

vehicle.  His door was open and I could see some sort of a body 10

part, something kind of hanging from the vehicle.11

BR:  Uh-huh.12

CJ:  Initially I thought it might have been a leg or like 13

a -- like a sweat pant or something with a sock or something.14

That's -- that's all I could see.15

BR:  Did you call for an ambulance or for aid for the 16

suspect?17

CJ:  I did not, not at that point, no.18

BR:  Did you at some point?19

CJ:  There was a -- at some point later on once the 20

suspect was handcuffed and on the ground, yes.21

BR:  You did?  You actually called?  Or --22

CJ:  Somebody had mentioned to me about applying first 23

aid or doing something about first aid so there was comments made 24

about I -- I had asked where the medics 'cause I heard over the 25

radio before that time immediately once handcuffs were placed on 26

him, that I could hear Station 1 asking for clearance for medical.27

Some short amount of time elapsed.28
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BR:  Okay.1

CJ:  I had asked if -- if paramedics were coming, if 2

medics were coming and then somebody, I think, I want to say it was 3

Wareham started yelling at somebody to get a -- get a first aid kit 4

to him.5

BR:  Okay.  So to me, meaning Sergeant Wareham was at -- 6

at the suspect.7

CJ:  Yeah, Sergeant Wareham.8

BR:  Okay.  Prior to that you mentioned something that 9

sheriff's dispatch asked the question is it clear for fire and 10

ambulance to come in or something --11

CJ:  Right.12

BR:  -- to that effect.13

CJ:  Right.14

BR:  What does that mean to you, that they were coming 15

from the their fire station or were they already on scene staged?16

CJ:  Well --17

BR:  What does that mean to you?18

CJ:  -- my experience means that -- that means they're 19

staged.20

BR:  And staged means nearby?21

CJ:  Nearby.22

BR:  In a safe place.23

CJ:  Outside of our area in a safe place.24

BR:  Okay.25

CJ:  Correct.26

BR:  And, okay.  And shortly thereafter they arrived?27

CJ:  Yeah.28
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BR:  And would that be less than five minutes?1

CJ:  Probably so.2

BR:  Okay, okay.  Did you actually apply any first aid?3

CJ:  We attempted to.  I didn't myself.  All I could do 4

was apply pressure on a couple of what looked like to be wounds on 5

his left arm.6

BR:  Okay.  And were there --7

CJ:  And we were using his sweatshirt.8

BR:  Was there more than one or two of you there?9

CJ:  Yeah.10

BR:  Doing that?11

CJ:  Yeah.12

BR:  Could you identify who those people were?  You?13

CJ:  Myself, Wareham and Deputy Delpit.14

BR:  Deputy Delpit was on scene?15

CJ:  Correct.16

BR:  Okay.  All right.17

DH:  Any other Oxnard officers that were on scene go up 18

and assisting to you with first aid or anything like that or --19

CJ:  No.20

DH:  Okay.21

BR:  Okay.  Was there -- what was the area and you 22

mentioned something people were yelling, you were yell -- you and 23

other officers, sheriff's deputies and police officers yelling for 24

people to stay back.  Once you felt comfortable to approach, what 25

was the mood like around the area?26

RW:  What do you mean by "the mood"?  Whose mood?27

BR:  Did -- the mood of -- the mood of the people around, 28
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outside the law enforcement community.  If you can answer that.1

CJ:  Only thing I can -- the only way I can describe it 2

as curiosity.3

BR:  Okay.4

CJ:  They just -- they -- there was tons of people 5

outside, we had circled the area a couple of times.  And -- and 6

there were -- there was people out around, watching.7

RW:  Do you recall any individual in particular exit8

the -- the area of the apartment buildings and approach the suspect 9

vehicle?10

CJ:  Yes.11

RW:  Could you describe that?12

CJ:  There was a female that literally, like she came out 13

of nowhere from the apartment there, from the direction of the 14

apartments and was standing right there at the vehicle.  She had a 15

phone in her hand and she was screaming and yelling, looking in our 16

direction and screaming and yelling, looking at the suspect's -- 17

suspect.  And then she approached the -- the driver's side of the 18

vehicle and then to -- immediately after that, a second female 19

comes from the apartment area to the rear, around the rear of the 20

car toward the driver's side door and --21

BR:  Okay.22

RW:  Be -- to place it in context, at this point in time, 23

where are we in the incident?  What are the deputies doing?  Have 24

you guys secured the scene at this point or not?25

CJ:  At that point we had not secured the scene.  I heard 26

a request for a canine several times.27

RW:  Back up, are --28
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CJ:  And --1

RW:  Are deputies and officers still have their guns 2

drawn?3

CJ:  Yes.4

RW:  Are they pointed at the suspect vehicle?5

CJ:  Yes.6

RW:  Has the shooting just occurred?7

CJ:  Yes.8

RW:  And in the midst of all this, this female exits and 9

walks literally in front of the officers and deputies into the area 10

where their guns are pointed?11

CJ:  Yes.12

BR:  Were the deputies yelling anything or the police 13

officers yelling anything?14

CJ:  Immediately yelled at the -- the women to get out of 15

there.16

BR:  Okay.  And when you say coming from the apartment 17

building, if the suspect vehicle's in front of you, would it be to 18

your right?19

CJ:  Yes.20

BR:  Okay.  To your right --21

CJ:  Yes.22

BR:  -- and slightly behind?  Or just something -- 23

somewhere to the right?24

CJ:  Right pretty much, yeah.  To the right.25

BR:  Okay.26

CJ:  In front of me.27

BR:  Okay.  Do you -- did they ever say who that person 28
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was, those women say who that person was?1

CJ:  They were yelling and screaming but I couldn't -- I 2

didn't hear what the relationship was.3

BR:  Did they say who they were?4

CJ:  I don't know.5

BR:  Okay.  Okay.6

RW:  Overall though, how would you describe the demeanor 7

of those two women?  Were they calm, were they other than calm, how 8

would you describe it?9

CJ:  The one, the first one seemed frantic.  She had a 10

phone in her hand so I immediately assumed that she was possibly on 11

the phone with the suspect at the time or during the shooting or 12

something by the way she had the phone in her hand and she ran, 13

basically came out.  She looked frantic, yelling at us, yelling14

at -- or looking at him.  And then the second female, all I saw 15

was, I saw her from behind and that was it so I didn't -- I didn't 16

see her face, her facial expressions at all.17

BR:  Okay.  And at some point the suspect was taken in an 18

ambulance and left the scene and you -- you remained at the scene?19

CJ:  Yes.20

BR:  Okay.21

RW:  Just backing up, before the suspect is carted off by 22

the medics, do you -- do you have any physical interaction with the 23

suspect other than applying the first aid as you described?  I 24

mean, do you do anything to his -- his body at all?25

CJ:  I was directed to pat him down for weapons so I 26

conducted an initial pat-down to make sure that he didn't have any 27

other weapons on him or nearby.28
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BR:  And what was the outcome of that pat-down and 1

search?2

CJ:  I did not discover any additional weapons.3

BR:  Did you ever see a weapon?4

CJ:  No.5

BR:  Throughout the whole event you never saw one, but 6

you saw a muzzle flash?7

CJ:  Correct.8

BR:  Okay.  That's two questions, sorry.  Let's back up.9

The first question is, did you ever see a physical weapon --10

CJ:  No.11

BR:  -- in the suspect's hand?12

CJ:  No.13

BR:  You only saw muzzle flashes coming from the 14

direction of the driver's side door being opened and coming into 15

your direction?16

CJ:  Yes.17

RW:  Well at the scene of this incident, did you ever 18

come to learn what if anything happened to the suspect's weapon?19

CJ:  I had -- 'cause there was two separate agencies 20

there, I had addressed somebody with our agency and asked where's 21

the gun?  And we looked and I believe it was Wareham pointed at the 22

seat and then a -- and another deputy on our department, I don't 23

know, I don't know his name, I can't think of his name off -- 24

offhand, I don't know him personally, but he shined his flashlight 25

on the seat of the -- the front driver's side seat of the car and 26

he said the gun was right there.  And at that point just maybe ten 27

seconds later, if that, we were told by an Oxnard police officer 28
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that the gun had been retrieved by Oxnard PD and that one of their 1

officers had secured the weapon.2

BR:  Okay.3

DH:  Your unit equipped with a shotgun?4

CJ:  Yes.5

DH:  Was it ever deployed?6

CJ:  No.7

DH:  Okay.8

BR:  Less lethal?9

CJ:  Yes.10

BR:  And you -- was it -- you had a less lethal in your 11

car?12

CJ:  Yes.13

BR:  Was it deployed?14

CJ:  No.15

BR:  And it was stored in the --16

CJ:  Trunk.17

BR:  Okay.  Did you ever fire your backup?18

CJ:  No.19

RW:  We're all good.20

BR:  Want to do real -- one quick check?21

DH:  Yeah.22

BR:  Before we take a break?23

DH:  Here.24

BR:  Okay.  We are done with the interview with Chris 25

Johnston and it's now ten to 7:00 on the 25th of October, 2011. 26

27

28
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DB:  Okay.  Today's date is 10/25, 2011.  It is 6:25 in 1

the morning.  Detective Brantley, Detective Reyes, attorney Ken 2

Yuwiler talking to Deputy Carlos Cendejas.    3

Carlos, we're discussing the OIS, the4

officer-involved shooting last night you were involved in.  What do 5

you normally work?  Work, where are you assigned at right now?6

CC:  I'm assigned in Ojai.7

DB:  All right.8

CC:  The Ojai substation.9

DB:  And what's your current shift right, as of right -- 10

right now?11

CC:  I'm on dawn shifts.12

DB:  Okay.  It's now Tuesday, but on Monday, what was 13

your assigned time, what time were you starting?14

CC:  1900 to 0730 this morning.15

DB:  Okay.  So last night you started briefing at what 16

time?17

CC:  1900.18

DB:  Okay.  After briefing you eventually went to the 19

streets.  So take -- take us forward from that point.20

CC:  After briefing I was actually at the station 21

handling a burglary report.  So I hadn't even set up my patrol car 22

'cause there was a victim standing outside the station so I handled 23

that prior to heading out.24

DB:  Okay.  So at some point you finish your burglary 25

call at the Ojai station?26

CC:  No, I actually didn't finish it because of a 27

emergency call that went out.28
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DB:  Okay.  Tell -- tell us what -- what transpired and 1

what call you heard.2

CC:  Oh, at that point I was at the station and I heard 3

shots fired over the -- the speakers at the station.  I'm not sure 4

what deputy put out shots fired but I eventually heard dispatch put 5

out shots fired so I excused myself from the investigation and I 6

walked over just across the door to the main office and looked up 7

the actual CAD.  And as I looked up the CAD, I saw 1A1 beat light 8

up.  And it illuminated in red and it was followed by shots -- 9

shots fired.     10

So at that point I started hearing just radio traffic and 11

I told my victims that I had to go and I would continue the 12

investigation at a later date.  They walked out of the station and 13

I quickly got my equipment, loaded up a patrol car.  That day, or 14

yesterday there was a deputy from a different station so I didn't 15

actually have a unit ready, meaning with a shotgun, less lethal and 16

all that.17

DB:  Uh-huh.18

CC:  Just essentially be ready for my shift.  So I had to 19

just jump in a unit and load up all my belongings, I mean, in my -- 20

my cargo bag, my bailout bag, my AR-15.     21

And at that point I could hear radio traffic and I 22

realized shots had been fired and there was a pursuit southbound 23

Ventura Avenue slash Highway 33 southbound toward Ventura.24

DB:  Okay.  So at that point you took off in your car25

to -- to catch up to the pursuit?26

CC:  At that point I remember hearing Sergeant Guy Moody, 27

3S1 advising dispatch that he was en route.  I got in my car and 28
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advised dispatch -- I was 3A21 -- I advised dispatch I was en route 1

and I proceeded through the city of Ojai towards west Ojai Avenue 2

and then down southbound essentially Ojai Avenue down Ventura 3

Avenue toward Ventura.4

DB:  Okay.  I got -- at this point while you were 5

catching up to the pursuit and you know shots are fired, do you 6

know any of the circumstances of the call at this point?7

CC:  At that point --8

DB:  Any of the basics?9

CC:  Excuse me.  At that point all I -- all I know is 10

there's been shots fired and my guys from Ojai are involved, 1A21 11

and 1B21.  And I knew from obviously looking at the schedule -- the 12

schedule at shift change --13

DB:  Uh-huh.14

CC:  -- that, you know, that was Deputy Perdue and Deputy 15

Johnston.  Moments later I heard 33 at Stanley and then I heard 3 16

Adam King and I knew 3 Adam King was Senior Deputy Guilin so I knew 17

he was involved.  And I continued lights and siren southbound in an 18

attempt to essentially help out.19

DB:  Okay.  So you had your lights and sirens, wigwags, 20

everything going?21

CC:  Yes.22

DB:  At what point did you actually see the pursuit where 23

you -- where you catch -- where you caught up to them?24

CC:  I didn't catch up to the pursuit until we got to the 25

Oxnard area.26

DB:  Okay.  Okay.  So you didn't see any -- anybody until 27

you got to the Oxnard?28
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CC:  Correct.1

DB:  Okay.  Where did you actually first them at?2

CC:  I first saw them at -- I exited the 101 at Ventura 3

Road.  I went down Ventura Road, south.  I didn't see the pursuit 4

till I got to -- let's see, I went down Doris, east and I believe I 5

hit Ventura Road.  I don't know if I -- if I picked up the -- the 6

pursuit first in the area of Ventura Road and 5th or if I first 7

picked it up in the area of Gonzales and Patterson.8

DB:  Okay.  As you were catching up to the pursuit, 9

you're hearing the radio traffic.  Are you hearing the other units 10

communicating?11

CC:  Yes.12

DB:  Are you hear -- is there anything that you remember 13

that you heard that was significant?  Did you hear any -- anybody 14

being hit, anyone -- anything about shots being fired?15

CC:  I just remember, 3 Adam King, Guilin saying 16

something to the effect of my windshield's been hit and someone 17

else yelling or saying shots fired.18

DB:  Okay.19

CC:  So --20

DB:  So at this point you heard that one of your fellow 21

deputy's unit or himself had been hit?  Is that what -- is that 22

what you're saying?23

CC:  Yes.  I -- I didn't know if -- if the -- the deputy 24

or senior deputy was hit.25

DB:  Uh-huh.26

CC:  But I knew we were taking rounds.27

DB:  Okay.28
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CC:  I knew my -- I knew my guys were -- were taking 1

rounds.2

DB:  Okay.  All right.3

ER:  Where was that at?  Do you remember?4

CC:  I was still -- I was still trying to catch up to the 5

actual -- I was still on the 101 when I heard that.6

ER:  So somewhere before Oxnard?7

CC:  Yeah.  I heard that before Oxnard.8

ER:  Okay.9

CC:  So --10

DB:  All right.  Now I know this is a lot of emotions 11

running through your head with all this going on.  What were you 12

thinking at that point when you -- when you heard that one of your 13

deputies had been hit?14

CC:  Well, I didn't know if they'd been hit and all I can 15

think of was, you know, our -- is one of my guys hit?16

DB:  Uh-huh.17

CC:  You know, where are they and I'm trying to, you 18

know, keep up with the radio broadcast --19

DB:  Uh-huh.20

CC:  -- that Deputy Johnston was putting out.  A lot of 21

things are going through my head.  I'm thinking, all right, we're 22

taking fire here.23

DB:  Right.24

CC:  We're pursuing someone who's -- who's shooting at 25

us.26

DB:  Uh-huh.27

CC:  You know?28
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DB:  Yeah.1

CC:  With -- I'm thinking --2

DB:  Someone that's using deadly force --3

CC:  Someone's --4

DB:  -- at you?5

CC:  Someone's out to -- to just use deadly force without 6

regard.7

DB:  Okay.8

CC:  I mean, it's -- I mean, it --9

DB:  What -- what were your emotions and what were you -- 10

what were you feeling at that point?11

CC:  Well, I'm thinking first I -- I need to -- I'm -- 12

I'm thinking we need to stop this threat.  I need to -- I'm 13

thinking we need to -- we need to put a stop to this.  We need14

to stop this individual or individuals.  At that point I didn't 15

know --16

DB:  Uh-huh.17

CC:  -- who --18

DB:  Right.19

CC:  Who was in the car.  But I'm thinking we need to 20

stop the threat, whoever it is.  And I'm just trying to gather 21

information as I'm -- as I'm approaching and -- and trying to 22

essentially get to where the actual pursuit's going through.23

DB:  Okay.  Now the -- you catch up to the pursuit at 24

either Patterson area or 5th.  Tell us about once you actually25

are -- are chasing the pursuit or in it now.26

CC:  I recall being in the Gonzales area and the 27

Patterson area.28
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DB:  Uh-huh.1

CC:  Where I believe the suspect made a -- made a U-turn 2

going -- initially going westbound and then made a U-turn and I 3

heard somebody on the radio say now he's going to eastbound Wooley, 4

not Gonzales, my bad.  Wooley Road.5

DB:  Okay.6

CC:  'Cause we're in the Wooley area of Patterson area.7

So it was Wooley Road where he made the U-turn, I heard somebody 8

get on the radio.  At that point I actually stopped in the 9

westbound lanes and essentially just stopped, knowing that the 10

suspect was now driving eastbound and that's when I got a visual of 11

the actual driver of the vehicle.  It was just a male subject.12

DB:  Uh-huh.13

CC:  And that's all I saw.  Couldn't tell you race, 14

couldn't tell you age.  I just remember seeing a -- a male subject 15

driving.16

DB:  What street were you on at the -- when you first17

saw -- saw him?18

CC:  It would be the street just west of Patterson so is 19

it Kelp or one of those streets?20

ER:  Right.21

DB:  Okay.22

ER:  Uh-huh.23

CC:  Yeah, I think it was Kelp.24

DB:  Okay.  Did you see him doing anything, any -- any 25

movements or anything?26

CC:  At that point I --27

DB:  Any weapons or anything at that point?28
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CC:  No.1

DB:  Okay.2

CC:  I was thinking I need to take cover here.  I -- I 3

need to -- I -- I knew shots had been fired, I'm thinking, okay, I 4

got a -- I got a visual on him and -- and I don't remember what I 5

did but I remember thinking take cover, take cover, you know, do 6

whatever you can.7

DB:  Uh-huh.8

CC:  And I'm not sure if I actually turned my unit facing 9

(INAUDIBLE) which would be south, which would be perpendicular to 10

Wooley, eastbound Wooley.  But he drove by so fast that I -- I 11

couldn't see what, if he was gesturing, if he was reaching for 12

anything, grabbing anything.  I -- no, I could not.13

DB:  Okay.  So you -- you get back in the pursuit and 14

start follow him at that point?15

CC:  That's where I actually -- that's where I actually 16

began to trail it.17

DB:  Okay.18

CC:  And trailed it eastbound Wooley and then the vehicle 19

continued to Ventura Road.20

DB:  Uh-huh.21

CC:  Went southbound on Ventura Road to Channel Islands.22

DB:  Uh-huh.23

CC:  Then went westbound on Channel Islands.  At that 24

point I advised dispatch that I was trailing.25

DB:  Still had your lights and sirens and --26

CC:  Yes.27

DB:  -- everything?28
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CC:  And I was trying to stay off the radio because, you 1

know, Johnston's putting it out.2

DB:  Right.3

CC:  I didn't want to step on him so --4

DB:  Right.5

CC:  Excuse me.  At that point --6

DB:  So you went westbound on Channel Islands --7

CC:  Yeah.8

DB:  -- trailing it?9

CC:  Yes.  And you know, I'm thinking this -- this has to 10

end, you know?  And I'm thinking, you know, training, stop the 11

threat, cover, everything that you learn over the years and that 12

you're taught in the academy.  And I'm thinking, you know, is 13

Guilin okay, is Perdue okay, is Johnston okay?  And you know, along 14

with the other officers.15

DB:  Right.16

CC:  So a lot of things are going through my head.  So I 17

continue westbound Victoria and the suspect continued and there 18

might have been some turns in between the surface streets that I 19

remember driving through and trailing but I -- I couldn't tell you 20

where or when.21

DB:  Okay.22

CC:  Nonetheless, ended up on -- on Victoria northbound 23

from -- from westbound Channel Islands.24

DB:  Right.25

CC:  And -- and moments later prior to hitting Hemlock 26

saw the vehicle come to a stop and I immediately stopped my patrol 27

car, threw it in park, exited the patrol car.28
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DB:  At that point as you're exiting the patrol car, what 1

are you hearing?2

CC:  At that point I'm not hearing anything.3

DB:  Okay.  You're not hearing any gunshots?4

CC:  Not at that point, no.5

DB:  Okay.6

CC:  I immediately retrieved my weapon and I'm thinking 7

stop the threat.  And I'm running toward where the first couple of 8

vehicles are.9

DB:  Uh-huh.10

CC:  And as I'm approaching the -- one of the first 11

vehicles and I remember seeing, looking -- I remember seeing an 12

Oxnard unit.  Just as I'm approaching, that's when I see some -- 13

some muzzle flash --14

DB:  Uh-huh.15

CC:  -- from inside the vehicle.16

DB:  In the suspect vehicle that you had been following 17

all along?18

CC:  The suspect vehicle that I -- that -- that we -- 19

that we've following all along.20

DB:  What was that vehicle?21

CC:  What was it?22

DB:  Yeah.23

CC:  It appeared to be a Chrysler, like a -- just a dark 24

color Chrysler.25

DB:  Okay.  Now, you seen muzzle flash coming --26

CC:  I see -- I see muzzle flash like at me and at us, 27

the officers over here.28
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DB:  Okay.1

CC:  So I'm -- I'm thinking about myself at that point.2

I'm thinking I'm being shot at.3

DB:  Uh-huh.4

CC:  I'm thinking we're going to be taking rounds here.5

DB:  Uh-huh.6

CC:  So I see -- I see muzzle flash and I see the 7

silhouette and just as I'm -- as I'm approaching and I see that, it 8

was almost like simultaneous gunfire so I -- I engaged and shot at 9

the -- at the -- at the -- at the driver, at the suspect and I --10

I recall thinking sight alignment, sight picture, you know, focus 11

on -- on the target.  And I remember just shooting, shooting, 12

shooting, emptied out a magazine, twelve rounds.     13

When that happened, gunshots still going.  I lose sight 14

of him 'cause I -- I back up, I retreat about maybe two, three feet 15

behind the officers that are engaging.  I reload and reengage.  As 16

I come back up, I see the silhouette, so to me the -- the threat's 17

still there.18

DB:  Is he in the vehicle or is he outside the vehicle?19

CC:  In the vehicle.20

DB:  Okay.21

CC:  So the threat's still there and I fired off I 22

believe two, three more rounds.23

DB:  Uh-huh.24

CC:  And suddenly it just all stopped.  It was -- it was 25

almost like we all just stopped firing simultaneously.26

DB:  Uh-huh.27

CC:  And it's just -- it's -- it feels like a dream right 28
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now.  It just feels like, you know, did this really happen, you 1

know?2

DB:  Yeah.3

CC:  So --4

DB:  Yeah.5

CC:  -- at that point I took cover behind the tree, 6

there's a center grassy island that divvies up Victoria and I think 7

the Marina Village area, which would be just on the east side of 8

Victoria.9

DB:  Right.10

CC:  So I took cover behind the tree and I -- and I'm 11

thinking this -- this guy's going to pop up again, you know?  I'm 12

thinking he's going to pop up again.  I -- I can't see him, you 13

know?  I don't know that -- that we've stopped the threat.  I14

don't know that any rounds hit the suspect.  So I see Perdue to my 15

right so he kind of stuck with me and when I didn't see any 16

movement, I -- I -- I got behind a pickup truck that was parked 17

just adjacent to that tree and just took cover there.    18

Moments later, I -- I saw movement in -- on the actual 19

island on the -- on the grass.20

DB:  Okay.21

CC:  And I shined my light at a distance.  I don't know, 22

a hundred fifty feet and I saw a male subject laying down, face 23

down.  And at that point I'm really confused.  I'm going what -- is 24

this guy involved?  Is he with the car, did he leave or is he part 25

of the pursuit or what?  When -- when every -- when all the 26

officers approach the suspect's vehicle, I was actually advancing 27

towards the male subject over here.  I -- 'cause I didn't know what 28
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his involvement was.1

DB:  Where was he in adjacent to the suspect vehicle?2

CC:  He was -- he was just northeast of the suspect 3

vehicle.4

DB:  Okay.  How far away did you estimate?5

CC:  Oh, man.6

DB:  The best you can estimate the -- the person you're 7

talking about laying down in the street away from the suspect 8

vehicle.9

CC:  Probably a hundred feet.10

DB:  Okay.11

CC:  The same distance probably.  From me to him and he 12

to -- maybe, I don't know, fifty to a hundred feet --13

DB:  Okay.14

CC:  -- off -- off -- off Victoria.15

DB:  Okay.  Can you, your best guess, estimate, how16

close -- how close to the suspect and his vehicle were you when you 17

were engaging him, when you were firing your -- your weapon now?18

CC:  My estimate would be and I'm thinking, you know, in 19

baseball measurements, I would say home plate to first plate -- 20

plate, maybe ninety to a hundred feet.21

DB:  Okay.22

CC:  Maybe a hundred, give or take twenty feet maybe.23

DB:  Okay.  Okay.  And when you -- when you said when24

you initially came up to engage him, you saw the muzzle, muzzle 25

flash --26

CC:  I saw --27

DB:  -- coming at you, could you hear the rounds being 28
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fired?1

CC:  No.2

DB:  Okay.3

CC:  It was just -- I just remember seeing the muzzle 4

flash.5

DB:  Okay.6

CC:  And then I know that muzzle flash means shots fired.7

DB:  Okay.8

ER:  Single, multiple?9

CC:  More than one.10

ER:  Any idea?11

CC:  Two, three.  I couldn't tell you for sure.12

DB:  And it --13

CC:  Approximately -- approximately two or three.14

DB:  At any point that you were looking at the suspect 15

during the pursuit or at the termination when you engaged him, 16

could you see his weapon?17

CC:  No.18

DB:  You just saw a muzzle flash?19

CC:  I just saw a muzzle flash.20

DB:  Okay.  So you can't say that you ever saw the21

wea- -- a weapon?22

CC:  No.  But you know, knowing that he'd been -- he had 23

already shot at our -- our patrol cars, yeah, and -- and knowing 24

that that was the actual suspect vehicle and we were dealing25

with --    26

DB:  Right.     27

CC:  -- someone who was essentially trying to shoot at us 28
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or shoot us.1

DB:  Right.  At any point were you -- were you giving 2

commands to the suspect?  Were you -- were you yelling anything at 3

him at any point?4

CC:  Not the suspect, no.5

DB:  Okay.6

CC:  I was giving commands to the guy who -- lying down 7

in the grass.8

DB:  Okay.  Did you determine what his involvement was, 9

who he was?10

CC:  Yeah.  I found out that was his nephew who lived in 11

the area.12

DB:  Okay.13

CC:  The suspect's nephew.14

DB:  How did he get involved, was he in the vehicle or 15

would -- did he just come up to it?16

CC:  I don't know.  I -- I remember approaching him and 17

handcuffing him.18

DB:  You handcuffed him?19

CC:  I handcuffed him.20

DB:  With your handcuffs?21

CC:  Yes.22

DB:  Okay.23

CC:  And he told me that was his uncle and I wrote it 24

down.  I don't know where my sheet is.25

DB:  Okay.26

CC:  I have it -- I have the names if you want.  I got a 27

quick sheet and I wrote it down.  He told me his name was  28
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and I got his date of birth of .1

DB:  , ?2

CC:  .3

DB:  And he claimed to be --4

CC:  And said that the -- that was -- that was5

his -- that was his uncle, Augustine Medina in the car and he made 6

a -- he made a statement to me as I was walking him back to the 7

car, he said I was trying to get him to stop.8

DB:  Okay.9

CC:  And after that I placed him in the backseat of my 10

patrol car, I said somebody will be talking to you.11

DB:  Uh-huh.12

CC:  And I passed the information on to Sergeant Moody 13

and Sergeant Ferguson.14

DB:  Okay.15

CC:  And essentially told them what I did and he was -- 16

the fact that he was in the backseat of my patrol car.17

DB:  Okay.  Now, let me take you back to the moment now 18

as you exit your vehicle and you were approaching and you're seeing 19

the muzzle flash coming at you.  What -- what's on your mind,20

what -- what are you thinking about right then?21

CC:  I'm thinking he's --22

DB:  What's your emotions right then --23

CC:  I'm thinking --24

DB:  -- at that moment?25

CC:  -- he's trying to kill me.  I'm thinking he's trying 26

to kill me, he's trying to kill my -- my -- my partners.27

DB:  Uh-huh.28
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CC:  And I'm -- and I'm thinking he's -- he -- he doesn't 1

care.2

DB:  Uh-huh.3

CC:  So you know, he's trying to -- he's trying to kill 4

me, he's trying to kill my partners, I -- I'm thinking I've got5

to -- I've got to engage him, I've got to -- I got to stop the 6

threat, I have to.7

DB:  Right.8

CC:  I have to engage.9

DB:  Could you see everything okay right there?  I know 10

it was -- it was already, assume it was already dark at that point, 11

the termination?  What was the lighting like?12

CC:  It was dark.13

DB:  (INAUDIBLE).14

CC:  It was nighttime.15

DB:  Was it illuminated enough where you could see 16

everything?17

CC:  I could see a silhouette and I could see the male 18

suspect.19

DB:  Okay.20

CC:  And the vehicle and -- sure.21

DB:  At any point can you -- can you describe the suspect 22

for me?23

CC:  Just a male subject.24

DB:  Okay.  Can't make a race out?25

CC:  No.  Well, now I could.26

DB:  Okay.  But I mean, at the time that you were 27

engaging?28
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CC:  No, none.1

DB:  Do you remember the suspect saying anything at any 2

point, any verbiage coming --3

CC:  No.4

DB:  -- from him at all?5

CC:  No.6

DB:  Okay.  Did you go up and take photographs at some 7

point?8

CC:  I did.9

DB:  After he was already secured?10

CC:  Yes.11

DB:  What did you use, a camera or a --12

CC:  I used my personal digital camera.13

DB:  Okay.14

CC:  We have a lot of problems with the cameras at the 15

station so I use my own.16

DB:  Okay.17

CC:  I have the DIMS card.18

DB:  What did you photograph?19

CC:  I photographed essentially the whole crime scene.20

DB:  Okay.21

CC:  My patrol car, the suspect vehicle, the suspect.  I 22

just snapped away.23

DB:  Okay.  Did you have any electronic devices running 24

at any point, anytime?25

CC:  I did.26

DB:  What was that?27

CC:  My digital camera.  I'm sorry, my digital recorder 28
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as well.1

DB:  Okay.  At what point did you activate that?2

CC:  After I handcuffed Mr.  3

DB:  Okay.  Were you up by the suspect at any point with 4

your tape recorder on?5

CC:  Yes.6

DB:  Okay.  But you don't remember him making any -- any 7

verbiage?8

CC:  He didn't make any comment.  In fact, a couple 9

questions were posed to him by Sergeant Wareham.10

DB:  Uh-huh.11

CC:  And he didn't -- he didn't answer.12

DB:  Okay.  Do we have your -- your tape already?13

CC:  Yeah.  We -- you have it.14

DB:  Okay.15

Anything, no?16

ER:  No.17

DB:  When you were up, up at the -- one of the first 18

vehicles up there when you were engaging him, were you 19

communicating with the other deputies and officers around you?20

Were you guys communicating anything?21

CC:  I was communicating with my -- my partners, 22

specifically I heard Perdue when we were taking cover --23

DB:  Uh-huh.24

CC:  -- behind the truck.  But not at the onset of the -- 25

of the shooting.26

DB:  Okay.27

CC:  It happened -- it happened so fast.28
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DB:  Right.  I'm going to show you some photographs here.1

These were taken by Oxnard personnel at the scene.2

CC:  Uh-huh.3

DB:  I'm just -- I'm going to call this -- I'm going to 4

call this one Photograph Number 1 right here.  Does that to the 5

best of your recollection depict the scene at the end, at the 6

termination?  Would this have been the -- the lead vehicle?7

CC:  Yes.8

DB:  Where would you -- where would you place your 9

vehicle at?  Can you see your vehicle?10

CC:  I think, I believe that was my vehicle right there.11

One, two, three, four.  Maybe four back.12

DB:  Okay.  That looks like an Oxnard unit, Oxnard, 13

Oxnard, Oxnard.14

CC:  Yeah.15

DB:  Can you put an "X" on -- on the unit that you think 16

might be yours?17

ER:  Well, you counted four.  You counted the four on18

the -- on the east side of the curb there?19

CC:  Correct.20

ER:  Okay.  Not the one that's offset in the -- in the 21

roadway?22

CC:  Incl- -- including Oxnard's.  Oxnard's being one.23

ER:  Uh-huh.24

CC:  The SO, two.25

ER:  Uh-huh.26

DB:  Just mark right (INAUDIBLE).27

CC:  Yeah.28
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ER:  We're talking about the one that's in the middle of 1

the road.2

CC:  This one?3

ER:  Yeah.4

CC:  Oh, I'm not counting that one.5

ER:  Okay, okay.  I'm talking about this one here.6

CC:  No.7

ER:  Okay.8

DB:  Okay.  And then that's your unit?9

CC:  I believe -- I believe so.10

DB:  Okay.  Okay.  To the best of your recollection, can 11

you show me where you -- where you came to, where you were at when 12

you engaged the suspect?13

CC:  Sure.  I exited my patrol car right here.14

DB:  Uh-huh.15

CC:  Obviously on the driver's side.  I cut through this 16

unit here.17

DB:  Uh-huh.18

CC:  And it looks like it's a Ojai city unit.19

DB:  Uh-huh.20

CC:  I cut through here.  When I got to about --21

ER:  On the passenger side of the -- of the car?22

CC:  Yeah.23

ER:  Okay.24

CC:  I -- I cut through my unit, the city unit across, 25

ran east and then ran north paralleling this -- these units here.26

DB:  Uh-huh.27

CC:  Toward the front here, toward the Oxnard unit here.28
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DB:  Uh-huh.1

CC:  And I --2

ER:  Passenger side still, right?3

CC:  Passenger side still, yeah.4

ER:  Uh-huh.5

CC:  So weapon drawn all -- all through here.6

DB:  Uh-huh.7

CC:  When I got to about this area here, which I would 8

say maybe the -- maybe the -- the -- between the rear door and -- 9

and front door --10

DB:  Uh-huh.11

CC:  -- I remember seeing officers here right by the 12

right front quarter panel.13

DB:  OPD officers or deputy sheriffs?14

CC:  I don't know.  I don't --15

DB:  Okay.16

CC:  I don't remember.  When I got to about here, is when 17

I saw the muzzle flash.18

DB:  Okay.  So you --19

CC:  And they were -- they were like crouched down right 20

here.21

DB:  Okay.22

CC:  So I -- I --23

DB:  So there was an officer in front of you?24

CC:  There were like two or three.25

DB:  Okay.  So you're show -- you're indicating that you 26

were about where the spotlight is on the passenger side of the --27

CC:  I would say the --28
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DB:  -- first OPD unit?1

CC:  I would -- I would say the -- the driver's door.2

DB:  Oh.3

CC:  Maybe -- maybe between the -- the driver's door and 4

the rear door of the passenger's -- of the passenger's side of the 5

vehicle.6

DB:  The front passenger side.  Front passenger door and 7

the --8

CC:  And the -- and the rear passenger door of Oxnard 9

unit.10

DB:  Okay.  Can you -- can you put an "X" where you think 11

you might have been standing at?12

CC:  When?13

DB:  At the time you engaged.14

CC:  Oh, and -- okay.  At the time I engaged I was 15

actually just to the right of the right front quarter panel of the 16

Oxnard unit.17

DB:  Okay.18

CC:  Next to either two, three or four officers.19

DB:  Okay.20

CC:  I don't remember exactly.21

DB:  Go ahead and put an "X" right there.22

CC:  But I would say I -- I was like right about here.23

DB:  Perfect.24

CC:  Right about there.25

DB:  When you engaged?26

CC:  When I engaged.27

DB:  Okay.  And what were you indicating when you were 28
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further back by this (INAUDIBLE).1

CC:  That's when I saw the muzzle flash.2

DB:  Okay.  Could -- can you put an "X" where you think 3

you were at when you saw the muzzle flash?4

CC:  Right about here.5

DB:  So you're saying you were just about in the middle 6

of the vehicle when you saw the muzzle flash and then you engaged 7

up by the front quarter panel?8

CC:  Correct.9

DB:  Okay.  And --10

ER:  So you would have -- you would have moved forward 11

from the time where you saw the muzzle flash near the door and12

the --13

CC:  Oh, it was like two steps.14

ER:  Okay.15

CC:  I mean, I was in motion.16

ER:  Okay.17

CC:  So I was there.  I mean, from the time that I saw 18

the muzzle flash, I was already coming up and -- and you know, 19

attempting to engage and then subsequent engaged.20

ER:  Still moving forward?21

CC:  Still moving forward, yeah.  So it was all one fluid 22

motion.23

ER:  Okay.24

DB:  Carlos, we need -- we need you to sign and put your 25

ID number.26

CC:  Sure.27

DB:  And I put mine already on there and dated it.28
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Perfect.  Okay.  Now I'm going to show you, what we're going to 1

call this Photo Number 2.  Same -- same scene, it's just a 2

different angle, view.  This is the lead vehicle.  You were 3

probably farther back so we can't see where your vehicle is.  Can 4

you just show me, just -- just put an "X" where you think you were 5

standing when you engaged.6

CC:  Right about here to the right of this Oxnard unit.7

DB:  Do the same, put an "X" in there.8

CC:  So I mean, it's kind of --9

DB:  I know.  It's a little darker.10

CC:  Yeah.  So right about there.11

DB:  Okay.12

CC:  And -- and again, it's optical.13

DB:  Right.14

CC:  Illusionary, I mean, I -- I could be closer, I can 15

be further away but approximately to the right of the right front 16

quarter panel.17

DB:  Okay.18

CC:  Of that Oxnard unit.19

DB:  Can you -- can you sign it and ID it again.  Does 20

that look like the distance that you remember from the lead vehicle 21

to the suspect vehicle?22

CC:  I would say approximately, yeah.  I mean, it's --23

DB:  Okay.  Okay.  Obviously this was higher and way off 24

to the left side.  And I was using this Photo Number 3 as the -- 25

indicating the best angle from the front vehicle, the lead unit 26

vehicle to the suspect vehicle.27

CC:  Okay.28
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DB:  But it looks about right?1

CC:  Yes.2

DB:  Okay.3

Do you have anything you need to know?4

ER:  No.  I can't think (INAUDIBLE).5

DB:  Do you have any other questions, things to cover?6

Do you have anything else, Carlos, to add?7

CC:  No.  Not that I could think of right now.8

DB:  Okay.9

KY:  Nothing at the present time.10

DB:  Okay.  All right.     11

Then we're going to go ahead and end this now.12
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